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ABSTRACT 

This study was an attempr to determine the 

expectations of parents of students' linguistic 

competence upon graduation from che Early ~rench 

Immersion program.  he purpose of the study was co 

determine the ~rench language performance 

characteristics as expected by parents in the domains 

of Oral Production, Reading Comprehension. and Writing 

mility.  he variables of parental level of ~rench 

skills, parents of Eel students in grade 3 versus those 

in grade 9, and previous experience with EFI were also 

examined in relation to performance erpeccatians. 

The study was a census o€ parents of EFI students 

m grades 3 and 9 under the Avalon East School Board 

undertaken zn she spring of 1997. A two-parr 

gueszi~nnaire was sent to all parents seeking fiirsly, 

background information on the parents. and secondly. 

asking parents co indicate =heir expectations among 

explicit descriprions of second language perfo-nce 



levels adapted from current federal gove-nc hiring 

guidelines. Open ended questions were also provided at 

the end. 

Parental profiles were compiled by frequency count 

and percentage in Part A of the ouestionnaire. 

Responses from Part B of the survey were analyzed using 

the Chi square test of independence at pc.05 to 

defermine the Statistical significance of variables as 

they relate to parental expectations. Comnents 

provided by parents m response co open ended questions 

were also discussed. 

Findings from this stvdy indicate that parenrs do 

not expect nativelike fluency rrom their childlren) 

when they graduate from Early French Immersion; 

however, they do expect a high deqree of second 

language performance skills in all 3 language domains 

examined by this study.  here were no significanr 

differences found between parents of students in grade 

3, and chose in wade 9 .  The level of Parents French 



knowledge and skill- did no= have a significant effect 

on parental expectations. Parents who had previous 

experience with EFI also did nor hold significantly 

different expectations froln parents who were involved 

with EFT for the first time. 

The following data patterns were also noted. f he 

BPI prowam se- to be a family choice rather chan 

based on any one studam's potential for language 

learning. Parents are not intimately involved with 

enhancing their o m  Prench skills despite indicating 

chac the largest drawback to EFI is parental difficulty 

in assisting with hcanework. Future employment 

enhancement was the principal reason why parents chase 

EFI. 
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chapter I 

overview of the Study 

In comparison to other methodologies of French 

Second la-age teaching. the various forms of ~rensh 

immersion (€1) may be termed relatively new. mar 

started as localized experiments firstly at Cedar Park 

School. Montreal (19581. secondly at the Toronto French 

schwl 119621. and later at the famous nargaref 

Pendlebury Elementary school, st. Lambert (1965). a 

camunity situated just south of, and across the St. 

Lawrence River from, the island of Montreal, has 

blossomed into a popular parental educational choice 

currently spanning the whole country IRebuffot. 1993). 

Curriculum planning and i m r s i o n  research have 

had to attempt to keep pace wich the tremendous growth 

of immersion programs. This need has been further 

complicated by the facr that imersion has been 

subdivided into early, intermediate. and late formats, 

each producing students with unique attendant 



characteristics. Consequently. it is no= surprising 

that the focus of FI research has been conducted 

principally on the students as language learners in a 

unique educational environment. a process-product 

approach. L-age skills of PI studencs have been 

compared to the two control gsovps of same age native 

francophones and anglophone peers enrolled in regular 

core French programs. m e  results of these comparisons 

show botn favorable performance characteristics as well 

as demonstrable limitations of immersion education 

(Genesee. 198'7). critics paint to apparently 

fossilized inaccuracies in the production of the second 

language (L21. while proponents of inmersion focus on 

the co-nicative ~2 provess of PI students (Rebuftot. 

1993). 

The most vociferous critics claim that PI creates 

an interlanguage comprised of interference between 

students' native tongue (L1) a d  French (12). and thus 

produces at best a highly xnaccurate L2 performance. 

Considering the amount of L2 exposure from Kindewarten 

to Grade ~uelve, these critics conclude the FI approach 



is Seriously flared and should be abandoned IHananerly. 

19881. This extreme position forms one aide OF the 

SUrrenc debare over French 1-raion. Other 

researchers concede there are inadequacies in the L2 

production characteristics of PI students, ye= are noc 

prepared to discount the whole PI approach (Genessee, 

19871. 

This polarized debace notrithstandmng. PI programs 

have remained a popular educational choice in Canada. 

what starred as a localized experiment has grown to 

en~ompass the whole country, such that according to 

Statistics Canada, an estimatW six per cenr. (about 

three hundred thousand1 of all students in Canada are 

currently I1996 Figures) enrolled in some Form OF 

imnersion education. mi. situation reflects constant 

growth in PI slnce its inception. particularly in the 

light of the general decline in school populations. 

One of =he criteria in assessing the success of 

Early ~eench 1nmersion1~~1) prcgrams has been parental 

expectations (Hamnerly. 19891. Cunmins and Swain 

(19861 noted the success oF PI was not linked to 



research claiming high I.2 proficiency levels at no cost 

to ocher academic skills, but a perception on the part 

of the public that this was so. Other researchers have 

gone on t o  more clearly define the LZ production 

characteristics of immersion education (RebuEfor, 

1993). I n  Conparison to student-based process-product 

studies however. very little research has been done 

with respect to determining rhac parencal expectations 

are. A computer-assisted search in the Cane.dian 

Bducation Index 119971 revealed the main thrust of 

parenz-based research has been centered around PI 

program attrition rare factors. The domain of parental 

expectations has been largely unexplored except to 

deresmine why students have transferred out of F I .  

This thesra seeks to determine the L2 performance 

Characteristics of BPI graduates as expected by their 

parents. The previously nored success and growth of PI 

programs indicate general satisfaction among parencs. 

The intent here is to explore the reasons why 

parentr/guardlans choose PI, and also arrive at a 

general description of what competencies in French 



these parents/guardians expect their childlrenl to have 

attained upon graduation f r m  PI. 1f these 

expectations are being met. then it rovld appear che 

performance shartcmnga of PI as noted by critics are 

acceptable to parents (the term guardians is 

Understood) of PI children. 

Parental L2 knowledge may be one of the possible 

factors in determining ~2 performance. Parents with 

little or no LZ knowledge may hold perEormance 

expectations for Cheir child(ren1 which are different 

from those of parencs vich fo-1 post-secondary L2 

experience. 

Another possible factor I" determining parental 

expectations is the grade where the child is situated 

in the education system. Parents of children in early 

grades may have significantly different expectations 

than those of students in secondary school. This 

possibility also suggests chat parental expectacions 

may change as their child progresses chrough the school 

SYStm. 



A third potential significant difference m y  be 

previous experience with PI. Parents of more than one 

chlld in PI m y  have different expectations for their 

child(ren1 than rhose who are encountering FI for the 

firsf time. 

The research, then, will yield not only what the 

average parent expects with regard to his/her child's 

performance characteristics in French at graduation, 

hut also significant factors underlying these 

expeccationa. Differences between parents whose 

children are at difterenc grade levels in the school 

system will be analysed. The varying degrees of 

parental L2 education as a possible factor in 

influencing expectations held for their child(ren1 will 

also be considered in compiling an overall profile of 

parental expectations. 

Criticism of BPI has not yet been canpared ro the 

expectations of parents of children in m e  pragram, 

simply because there M s  been no previous dwelopent 

of a profile of these expectations. Inaccuracies in L2 

production by BPI Student* has been well 



documentedlLapRin. 1984; Pavley, 1985; Lyster. 1987; 

Rebuffot, 1988; Hmerly, 1989: Calve, 19911. The 

degree to which these inaccuracies are accepted by 

parents has not been previously explored. once a 

profile of parental expectations has been established. 

then one can move closer to a decision as to whether 

these expectations are being reached. 

  he data profile of parental expectations will 

c w a r e  either favourably or unfavourably with previous 

research conducted on students' L2 functional 

capabilities. Hamner1y.o arguments 11989) thac EFI 

produces little m r e  than a pidgin cype of French may 

be strengthened if parents expect 1 mvch greater level 

of L2 production accuracy than has been evidenced xn 

past research. Conversely, the trend of EPI students' 

propensity for effective 1.2 camhlnication in spite of 

numerous production errors [Lapkin. 1981; Pavley, 1985; 

Genesee, 19871 may be very close to the L2 skills 

expected by parents. 



Chapter 2 

The Literature Review 

me FI Debate 

Prom localized experiment co count--ride 

educational choice Fr has been available for about 

thirty years (Rebuffor, 1993). The body of research 

associated with the field is considerable given its 

age. As a result, inroads have been made in 

quantifying and qualifying this particular educational 

path. Ir is also the most thoroughly researched 

educational apcion in Canadian education despite its 

relative youth.  he available literature on PI Char 

gave rise ro the research endeavor reported by this 

chesis rends to be divided in its degree of support for 

Err. re is perhaps this disagreement among educators 

regarding =he validity of che BPI approach that has 

prcduced such a great mount of research in such a 

short time. 



The essence of the PI debate centers around the 

establishment of an acceptable degree of accuracy in LZ 

production areas of speaking and writing. H m e r l y  

119891 claimed the number and types of production 

err028 cmmitted by PI students was shocking enough to 

fault the whole notion of Pr wrhodoloqy as it was 

being implemented and callad for its dismissal. Lapkin 

1x984) and Parley 11985) both earlier noted the oral 

competence in Prench of imnersion students had been a 

focus of evaluation and a major source of concern. 

They concluded, however, chat these deficiencies in 

m r s i o n  students' French production did not pose any 

significant threat to overall cmmmication. H-erly 

11989) drew very different conclusions using not only 

his o m  data but findings already reported by Lapkin 

11984) and Pawley 11985).  These opposite positions 

form the basis of the current debate in Canada 

regarding FI. Absent from this standoff is parental 

input. mere is a notable lack of data €ram the 

parents of students enrolled in FI programs in spice of 

the general acceptance that parental axpactations are 



accepted as one of the criteria in derermining the 

success of educational programs In-rly. 19891. lais 

situation has existed over the past two decades in 

canada while PI prg~rame have g r a m  at an astonishing 

rate IRehuEfot. 19931. Since the PI programs remilin 

popular among parents. and given the established lines 

of debate on the issue. the question of whether 

parental expectations were being attained arose. Data 

indieacing explicit parental expectations for their 

childlrenl enrolled in PI is absent from the current 

body of literature. It was this info-tion defcit 

that pr-ced the research leading to this thesis. The 

establishment of a profile of parental expectations in 

relation to the production skills of their childlrenl 

in PI would seem to lend support to one oE the currenr 

FI debate positions. If parental expectations 

rec-ire the limits of L2 production characteristics. 

then FI can be seen as a satisEactory approach to L2 

learning. If, on the other hand, parental expectations 

greatly exceed the parameters of PI student L2 

production, then the PI approach can M terned as 



producing unsatisfactory results, which are not in 

accordance with the expectations of parents. The 

possibility must also be enterrained of this research 

data being used to further substantiate both divergent 

positions. Irrespective of chis outcome, the current 

literature does not yield a composite of parental 

expectations. 

During the thirty years or so since the inception 

of PI as an educational option, a considerable amount 

of research ha6 been done to document the advantages 

and drawbacks of the program. The greac public 

acceptance enjoyed by PI prmams has found 

endorsements by several respected educational 

researchers (Swain, 1981; Carey, 1984; Lapkin. 1984; 

Genesee, 1987; ~ a y  6 Shapson. 1991; Harley, 1992; among 

others). However, the publications by Spilka (19761, 

Hammerly (1986 with Pellerin, 1988. 19891. Lyster 

(19871, and Calv6 (1991) have given cause for 

reflection. 

Hammarly. perhaps FI a s leading critic, contends 

that PI is an srrificially created learning environment 



with one model speaker of the second language. the 

teacher. Students are consequenrly nor exposed to 

sufficient authentic Prench to learn the language 

properly and accurately. In addition, the use of a 

natural approach such as immersion, encourages students 

fo overextend structures of  the first language and 

impose them on LZ. m i s  process produces what Hamnerly 

tern "Erenglish"(1989, p.271, a unique blend of L1 and 

L2 s t d n g  directly from the L2 learning environment. 

~urthemre. because students hear only their 

classmafes and teacher using French. each class aE FI 

studencs in Canada speak and write their o m  peculiar 

brand of L2. One of Hanmerly's assertions is chac due 

to these environmental eondicions which affect 

produczion skills, French fluency is not really 

achieved ("Erenglish" is); therefore, the PI approach 

is fatally flared and should be abandoned. 

Lyster (19871 noted the oral production oE PI 

students is often only decodable by those who have had 

some Contact with PI. His recorded instance of "Je 

sais coi" meaning "I know you- Eallows Hmmerly's 



notion of "Frenglish" in that English word order is 

imposed on the French language. ma nuances associated 

with the division of che verb "to knoww in English into 

"COMakre" and 'savoir' in Prench are also not 

apparent in the construction. Nor is there an 

awareness of the "tu/vous- difference. These errors 

are unique to PI students. and render the sentence 

incomprehensible to a unilinqual francophone. yet 

sentences of fhi. type are comprehensible to those 

associated with the interlanguage of immersion 

students. However, Lyarer (1990) and others (Harley. 

1991; Day h Shapson, 19911 do not hasten to condemn PI 

as does nanmerly, but prefer to seek solutions within 

the methodology through a blended teaching approach of 

both experiential and analytic teaching strategies. 

Researchers M v e  tended to concur with Hamnerly in 

concluding that oral and written L2 production of 

lmrsion ~fudente is not equivalent to that of 

£rancaphones (Carey, 1984; Lapkin, 1984; Pawley. 1985; 

~yster, 1987; ~ebuffot. 1988; calv6. 1991; Harley, 

1992). Again. unlike H-rly, none oE these 



researchers have concluded that PI is a fundamentally 

flaved teaching methodology. Where Pawley (1985) 

Observed non-native like proficiency in FI students' 

French production, a-erly (1989) saw rampant errors 

indicative of only a slight knowledge of how the French 

langvage rorks. The abilities of FI students to 

communicate. albeit with some inaccuracies, in a wide 

variety of second language situations was recqnized as 

an asset of the program rather than an indication of 

failure of PI to deliver (Lapkin. 1984; Pawley, 19851. 

The general comrmnicative aim of PI is a greater 

0Mrall proficiency in Rench than students in =he 

reglllar core Prench program with no associated deficits 

in sngliah nor other subject areas. aamnerly (1989) 

seem to equate proficiency with accuracy and thus 

denies this PI goal as attainable. Nevertheless, the 

~ M l y t i C  lengllage teaching approach which tends to 

focus on accuracy must be acccanpanied by an 

experiential component if nativelike proficiency is to 

be approximated (Allen. 1983; Ceneaee, 1987; Lyster, 

1994; Day r Shapson. 1991). The PI amriro-nt 



provides an opportunity for students co gain an 

operating howledge of the ccnmunicative aspeccs or the 

L2. Besnard (1995) suggests motivation whish incices 

learning is better accomplished through a 

personaliza~ion of the materiel to be mastered. 

Experiential learning encourages personaliratron of che 

target language through which the subjecc content is 

taught. Therefore, the PI e w i r o m m  may be seen as 

inherently mafivational in spite of the LZ accuracy 

limitations of its students. Navercheless, 

conmunicativa and macivational aspects of PI 

methodology have nor been sufficient to persuade PI 

critics. such as a-erly, that the methodology is 

indeed sound and worthy of development. 

A t  present, the debace m n g  researchers in PI 

continues. with considerable effort devoted to the 

interlanguage of PI students. Very little research 

however. exists to determine iC parental expectations 

are being met by PI. =his is surprising considering 

the popularity of the PI option. 



In 1981 swain noted the greater the nvmber of 

hours of exposure to the second language, the higher 

the L2 proficiency scores tend to he, thus the number 

of hours of instmction in Prench in the PI programs 

hecam an area of concern. Second language acquisition 

research has indicated that leamng to CcmMnicate in 

a second language involves the development of 

interlanguage (Corder, 1967; Selinker, 19751, as tl and 

L2 components come in contact with each other. Often 

students rill impose semantic and syntactical elements 

of Ll upon L2. in a process of wergeneraliring between 

the two languages. 

m e  imrsion learning environment has produced 

unique locutions in this respect (Lyster, 19871, the 

frequency and character of which prmnpted 

Hamnerly(19891, to tern imrsion students' L2 output 

as "Prenglish", a unique blend of the t w o  working 

languages of the student. In addition, other 

strategies are used to assist communication when 

students do not yet have rha granmatical or lexical 

m e M 8  to Correctly eXpre88 themselves in Prench, such 



as inserting che English word in a French sentence. 

These coping strategies led Hannerly(l9891 to question 

the validity of the whole imersion approach. 

parci~ularly when comparing the frequency and types of 

LZ production errors as applied to Swain's 

aPPertion(l9sll that hours of ~2 exposure and LZ 

proficiency levels have a directly proportional 

relationship. 

Fnrther classrom research centering around the 

question of how well PI stvdenfs spoke and wrote French 

noted PI students often transfer from snglish 

VOCabulary and syntax when producing both oral and 

mitten French ILapkin. 19841, echoing the previous 

findings of Swain (19811. Lapkin. however, vent on to 

evaluate FI Students as being able ro cmunicete 

effectively, but nor well enough to be 

indistinguishable from their francophone counterparts. 

The imersion concept is associated wrth recreating 

aspeccs of natural L1 acquisition rather than a passive 

rule-governed approach (Carey. 19841. As such. it is 

more consistent with the sociolinguistic end 



psycholinguistic theories of language acquisition; thus 

production errors are to M expecred. In the same 

study Carey also uncovered evidence that parents of 

children in PI were more likely to be interested in 

speaking ~rench, end taking, or have already taken. 

French courses than parents whose children were no= in 

FI. 

In an effort to describe the L2 produczion 

paraters oE FI students Pawley (19851, administered 

the Poeeign service rnterview Test to evaluate the 

French competencies of a selection of BPI students at 

the Grade Ten level in che Ottawa area. She determined 

thac the majority of participants Eel1 in the 2 or 2r 

level. meaning they could satisfy routine social needs 

and perform limited work needs in French. Listening 

comprehension was the strongest L2 skill while oral 

production was the weakest. Wanmerly*s reaction (19891 

to this same set of data was to further his a m m  

thar the PI approach does nor work in thar the 2/2+ 

scores on a scale of 5 indicated failvre of che 

program. especially when one considers that *out 7000 



hours of Classr- time had been spent exposing che 

students to the French language. These results were 

also tenned as little mre than coping skills twebsrer, 

19861, and thus inadequate from a parental standpoint. 

uebater called for explicit expectations to be 

developed by ministries of education in concert with 

adequate curricvlum materials such that FI graduates 

would attain the highest possible levels of French 

proficiency, rather than be classed as simply being 

able to cope with the language. 

me oral proauction limitations of PI students 

were linked fo deficiencies in vocabulary (Lapkin. 

Swain, and Shapson. 19901 who also considered this as a 

major weakness of FI. Furthermore. given the Ll 

impositions on LZ, by the rime students are cognitively 

able to discern abstract linguistic concepts. they m y  

have already fossilized erroneous 1.2 structures, the 

correction of which can be vary difficult in a 

restricted classroom situation. (Calv€. 19911 . 

clipperton I19941 noted PI students can be identified 

an the Daaie of their oral production limitations, i . e .  



precision and range of vocabulary. and use of idimtic 

expressions. The dqree to which parents tolerate such 

L2 producci~ inaccuracies is largely unknown, and is 

an avenue of inquiry investigated by this thesis. 

All 12 learning enviro-nts can be considered 

part of a natural devel-ntal process because the 

natural order of L2 acquisition based on personal need 

predominates IChaudron. 19881. Oxford and Crwkall 

119901 a x w e  personal interest on a given theme will 

motivate the learner to expand and develop his/her 

vocabulary. The teaching methodology is secondary and 

subsemient to the personal notivation of the student. 

This is the case in 12 learning in an i m r s i o n  

sicuacion. Nevertheless. with several years of program 

refinement. 12 production errors have continued 

unabated among inmersion students IHamnerly. 1989; 

Netten et al. (19981. This criticism notwithstanding. 

PI Student8 Often dramatically reduce L2 production 

errors when axposed to an auchenric French milieu 

(Rehuffot. 19931. m e  motivation to self-correcc is 

seen as a factor here. 



Lyster 11990). Day and Shapson (1991). and Dicks 

(1992) all suggest that a combined teaching approach. 

using both formal (analytical) and tunczional 

(experiential) teaching strategies will allow scudents 

to achieve a higher level of accuracy in L2 oral and 

written prcduction than the use ot an approach based 

solely on an experiential teaching approach. This 

balanced approach is not only limked to personal 

mzivation through its experiential cmponent, but also 

Offers an analytical aspect in dealing with both 

written and Oral L2 production. It is tnerefore seen 

as an equliibrium to be maintained, if maxi- L2 

learning is to cake place IGermain r Sequin. 1995). 

The motivation of the student. irrespective of the 

teaching methodology, is in part attecred by the values 

and aspirations of the parent (Carey. 1984). This 

finding leads directly to the question of establishing 

a profile of parental expectations o£ PI students. 

Past studies have indicated that success in French 

programs is correlated with parental support(surstsl1, 

1975; Pack, 1979). 



Research dealing with parental expectations most 

often Centers around the question of atrrition f r m  che 

program. Hayden 119881 attwced to determine the 

faCtOT8 behind parents' decisions co transfer =heir 

children out of FI. In that Alberta-based study. the 

parents. students, and teachers were all consulted. 

The three moat frequent reasons cited by parents in 

transferring their children out of PI were language 

arts dirriculty 19011, a finding that was correlated in 

a similar study by Bruck in 1985, the inability of 

parents to help at h- 18011. and task related 

frustration/emotional stress 17oe) . similar results 

were revealed in a recenc study by Ellsworth 119981 

completed in Newfoundland where the primary reasons for 

attrition from PI were lack of academic achievement and 

a perception that the FI program was too challenging. 

In other parent-based research. Brassard 119901 

compared PI parents with those of students in =he 

regular Wglish acream and found signifisam 

differences between the values, attitudes, and beliefs 

of the two groups. However, he did not explore the 



realm of studem performance expecracion. Parental 

differences of this nature have been evident in 

imersion prqlrams since their inception; even though 

students in imnersion programs are not selected 

cognitively, their parents are self-selected. 

Campbell 119921 examined the attrition race of EPI 

students after grade six in Winnipeg and determined 

chat parencs were happy with the quality of education 

in EFT. but that =he decision to remove the child frcan 

the program was dona in the bast interests of the 

child. Bxplicit nocions defining the quality of 

education with which parents were content were not 

explored. In a similar review in Ontario, Fine I19921 

Concluded that FI parents expected their childlrenl to 

demonscrate stronger French skills than core or 

extended core Prensh students. Specifying exactly whac 

those expectations were was not a function oE the 

design of che study. norissetre 119921 discussed the 

level of parental parricipazion in immersion schools, 

but not discrete performance levels expected of 

students. Crawford 119931 studied parental perceptions 



but Only E r m  the point of view of social interacrions 

within a dual-track school where both FI and 

traditional Bnglish stream education options were 

available. A profile of parental expectations with 

regard to the L2 perfo-nce qualities of FI students 

has to this point. not been Eorthcming. 

Prm reviewing the available literacure on FI, the 

debate w n g  researchers became clear. While PI 

students' LZ production inaccuracies are generally 

acknowledged, the interpretations of what these 

ShortcMlings represent differ widely among researchers. 

H m e r l y  (1989) contends tbese L2 performance errors 

Constitute p r ~ g r m  failure; chus, he advacaces 

abolishment of PI meehodology. while Lyster 119901. Day 

and Shapeon 11991). and Dicks 11992) portray FI as a 

still developing methodology, and suggest a blend of 

form and Euncrion style of teaching to improve 

students1 ~2 production. 

Prench hmerslon programs have been and contznue 

co be a popular choice for parents. One might 

anticipate that e profile of parental expectations 



might have been established. This infonnacion would 

indicate whether PI program were successful in =he 

eyes or the consumers, the parents. A positive answer 

could then be interpreted as a public acceptance of the 

results of r 1  program and the methods by which rhese 

results are obtained. %licit parenEal expectations 

for children enrolled in PI are. however, conspicuously 

absent from the research literature on PI. 

This study. then. will attempt to establish a 

profile or parencal expectations for the EFT program 

Which can be cotnpared to the P I  student production 

characteristics as have already been noted in several 

Studies (Swain. 1981: Lapkin. 1984; Pawley, 1985; 

Lyoter. 1987; H-erly. 1989; Calve, 1991; Clipperfon. 

19941. This comparison will consequently lead to a 

clearer definition of the success of the program in rhe 

estimation of parents. The data parterns may also be 

of interest in future associated research. If parental 

expectations are centered around students' increased 

ability to camnunisate in the second llangvage rather 

than accuracy, then Hamnerlyrs (19891 assertion that P I  



does not meet parental expectations. would be scmewhat 

diminished. On =he other hand, if parents expect a 

high degree of francophone-like accuracy from their 

Children, then PI teaching meehodologies which can 

prwide such results will require idenclfication and 

exploitation. 

The parental voice in determining characteriacics 

of what their children should be able to do in the 

Prench language has thus far gone largely unheard. 

Parents have been regarded as s-thing of an outside 

interest group. sending cheir children to PI classrooms 

in hopes of a goad recurn on this particular 

educational investmem. 1n surveying the parents, che 

FI debate will be enriched by the inclusion of a poinc 

of view chac is extremely relevant but which has been 

neglecred. Such new information will be a real asset 

to the growing body of reaearch on this particular 

education Option. 



Chapter Three 

Design of the Study 

The study falls under the d-in of descriptive 

research and builds on the current pr debate outlined 

in the previous chapter. 1cs focus, however, is noc to 

explicitly support either argument. The puqooe of the 

study is to determine a profile of parental 

expectations of students' LZ abilities upon graduation 

from E P I .  

In campiling a profile of parencal expectations 

two fundamental areas will be examined. Firstly. the 

research will actempr to dete-ne the degree to which 

parental expectations are similar to che actual 

documented pertormance of BFI graduates. Secondly, the 

srudy will examine factors which have contributed to 

the creation of these expectations. 

The hypotheses underpiming this research reElect 

the current debate in PI. Researchers have determined 

the ~2 production characteristics of PI students, and 

have reached dissimilar conclusions (as outlined in 



Chapter -1. me hypotheses used as the basis for 

chis study are then: 

1 1  Parents do not anticipate native-like 

L2 perfomnce € r m  their child(ren1 in 

the three skill areas of oral 

production, reading comprahenslon and 

writing ability. 

21 Parental expectations will vary 

according to previous PI experience, and 

the grade level of the student. 

31 Parental expectations will vary 

according to parencal knowledge of 

French. 

41 Parencal choice of BPI is influenced 

by information received f r m  the school 

board. and/or proponents of EFI, such as 

Canadian Parents for French (CPFI . 

The area of listening comprehension was mitced 

from the first hypothesis in accordance with the formar 



of French language skill assessment currently in use by 

the federal gwerrunenr. Listening cnnprehension is noc 

explicitly evaluated when the bilingual status of 

prospective employees is determined. It tends to be 

implicic in the evaluation of one's oral production . 

Assesamenc levels for the language skill areas of oral 

production, reading conprehension and w i t ~ n g  ability 

were in place. and merefore. were adapced zo form rhe 

basis of the associated descriptors used in chis study. 

Pocusing a study with speciflc questions centered 

around a preconceived hypothesis which has its basis in 

previous existing data classifies this study as 

descriptive research Iseliger & Shohamy. 19891. The 

independent variables in the study are the BPI program 

itself and the parents of EFI children. The dependent 

variable ie the collective perceptions of parents 

regarding the linguistic performance of thelr children 

who are in EPI. Extraneous variables include teacher 

and student teedback to parents. previous involvement 

in PI education, and parents' crosscalk among 

themselves.   he initial pre-enrollment presentation 



of the EPI education option to inceresced parents by 

school boards. as well as pr-tional material by CPP 

are also considered possible srrong factors in parem.' 

conceptions of what their child(ren1 rill be able to do 

in the second language upon graduation from EFI. 

OSbome 1 1 9 9 0 )  characterized CPP as an extremely 

successful lobby group actively campaigning for growth 

in PI education. and credited this organization as 

being largely responsible for the widespread 

implementation of PI programs in canada. It may be 

Suggested that erne critics believe that CPP presents 

an overly positive vier of the linguistic oompecencies 

developed by the program. 

From attending the initial presentation to 

prospective EFT parents by Avalon E a s t  School Board 

persomel. it wae apparent that a balanced view was put 

forth regarding the advantages and difCiculties 

associated wicb having children who are enrolled in the 

EFI. The ~2 knowledge a€ parents varies considerably; 

s m e  parents of children in PI program are bilingual. 

while others claim re have lictle or no Modedge of 



French. It would seem that these differences could 

affect parental expectations. It is also possible chat 

parencs who have had some experience with FI have 

changed their axpectationr, or that parents' 

expectations are rmdified as their child progresses 

through rhe grades. Therefore. all of these factors 

will be examined in order to determine whether they 

appear to have an effect in determining the parents' 

view of the anticipated perfornance of their child in 

French upon graduation from the PI program. 

rn the primary and elementary BPI years. students 

are encouraged to use French as a means of 

canmunication. French is =he language of not only 

classroom instruction. but also classroom 

adminisfrst~on (weher 6 TardiE, 19911. This method of 

learning a second language, through che experience of 

using it ae the principle means of comnicacion. is 

termed experienrial learning. Generally, chis approach 

develops into a s-what more analytical one in the 

intermediate years as studems grapple with abstract 

linguistic concepts such as agraamencs, declensions and 



non-parallel structures between English (LI) and Prench 

ILZI IRebufiot. 1993). Parental expectations for their 

childlrenl, therefore, may chanve as m e  BFI program 

focus shifts. The natural lingurstic abilities of the 

maturing learner also became more apparent with time 

and may contribute as well co parental expeccacion 

change. ~t is for rhese reasons that parents of 

children in both primary and intemdiate BPI programs 

formed the target group oE BPI students in grades three 

and nine. 

rn order to determine parental expectations a 

census of two different grade levels was taken. All 

parents under che jurisdiction of the Avalon East 

school ~ o a r d  who had a child registered in SF1 in 

grades three and nine received a copy of the survey. 

since the data was collected in che urban St. 

~ohn's area. a predrninantly anglophone environment. 

repliee~ion in a different BI enviromem may vell 

furnish alternate results.   he same may be true if 

this study was circulated to parents of students in 

Middle or Late Imnersion or those with children in the 



senior high years of E F I .  This research then is 

limited to parents of children in the elementary and 

junior high years of EFI who live in a predominantly 

anglophone environment. I= intends wichm cheoe 

parameters to assess the extenc t o  whrch EPI has me= 

the expectations for linguistic competence of the 

parents of students enrolled in the program. 

 he data profile of parental expectations will 

compare either favourably or unfavourably with previous 

research Conducted on students' L2 functional 

capabilities. H-erlyts asserfion (19891 chat =he 

quality of French produced by EPI  students contains 

such inaccuracies that it would be inconsiscent rich 

parental expectations, may be strengthened if parents 

expect a much greater level of L2 production accuracy 

than has been evidenced in past research. Conversely, 

the trend a€ EFT students' propensity for effective L2 

connrmnication in spite of numerous production errors 

(Lapkin. 1984; Pawley, 1985; Genesee. 19871 may be very 

close co the level of L2 skills expected by parents. 



ÿ he Avalon Bast school ward was contacted and 

asked to provide a list of schools under its 

jurisdiction offering the BPI education option (See 

appendix GI. Apprw.1 regarding the distribution of 

the survey by the principals in each of these schools 

was then sought via a letter f r m  the research 

CO-ordinator with the school board to each principal. 

To guarantee anonymity of each respondent, the School 

Board did not pennit the release of an address list to 

allow the surveys to be mailed directly to the parents 

~n the cargec group. ~nscead, the surveys were sent 

via infernal mail to the concerned schools where, once 

approved by prmcipals, they were distlbuted co the 

home r o m  reachers who in cur" passed them on to che 

students. rt must be noted chat all of the principals 

and reachers cooperated in this venture such chat the 

study was diatribuced to che entire grade three and 

nine EFT student population under the jurisdiction of 

the ~va1.n gas= school ~oard. defining this research 

endeavor as a census of grade three and nine sf1 

students in the urban St. Johnme area. 



A covering letter of explanation was included with 

each survey (See Appendix a), along with a scamped 

self-addressed envelope for the return of completed 

questiomaires, and a survey sunmaw request form for 

those parents wishing information regarding the final 

results of the study. ~ h i a  data collection tecmique 

is designed to describe naturally occurring phenomena 

with as little as possible experimntal manipulation. 

  ha questionnaire is cconposed of two parts. The 

first section, Part A. deals with the L2 knowledge and 

FI experience of the parent. along with xdentificacian 

and rating in order of importance of the factors which 

led to the child(ren1's enrollment in EFI. Part B is 

designed to have the parent indicate the graduaee L2 

perfomnce expectations thac lslhe holds for his/her 

child(ren1 . 

POUL. differenc competency levels of L2 production 

vere provided in the three domains of oral production. 

reading comprehension and writing ability. rn "other" 

option was also provided in the event that respondents 

felt the given descriptions were insufficient 



indicators of their expectations. =he parem was asked 

co Select the performance level that lslhe expected the 

srudent to have attained upon graduation from the EPI 

program. The indicated performance levels were adapted 

by the researcher. from existing federal govement 

guidelines for employee L2 classifications. These 

performance levels were chosen specifically to relate 

parental expectations to criteria that are currently 

being used in assessing the French langvage abilities 

of prospective and current employees with the federal 

g w e r m n c .  

The final section of the study contains open-ended 

questions regarding the advantages and drawbacks of EFT 

education as perceived by parents. Tne survey 

concludes with an "orher canwncm question where 

respondents may submrr pertinent observances not 

explicitly requested in the resc of the survey. 

 side frnn the necessary confirmabillcy, or 

fidelity aspecc of the research findings, internal 

validity relates as vell to representativeness and 

retrievability (Seliger & Shohamy, 1989). The former 



requires that the data represent the normal behaviour 

of the respondents, while the latter stresses the 

importance of making the data available for 

re-analysis. Both elements of internal validity are 

accsnnoaared in chis study as the respondents' opinions 

and expectations regarding BPI performance are sought 

through a questionnaire to be filled out at their 

convenience. suggesting normal hehaviour patterns of 

the respondents. The returned questionnaire allows the 

data to be easily retrieved for re-analysis. 

collecting the data v i a  formal questionnaire also 

assures a reasonable degree of explicitness (Seliger h 

Shohamy. 19891. This explicitness of the data 

Collection process also enables other researchers co 

replicate the study, an important aspecr. of descriptive 

research. 

 he external validity of well documented 

descriptive research is present if the findings can be 

applied or transposed to situations outside those in 

which the research was conducted (Seliger & Shohamy. 

19891. me questionnaire srrareqy of this study does 



not manipulate the population, and permits 

transposition.  imitations on generalizabilify arise 

from the milieu which is urban and unilingval 

anglophone; therefore. the findings from the study are 

limited to the viers of parencs of children enrolled in 

E m  in a predominantly anglophone urban environment. 

Findings may not be similar in m a 1  settings where che 

formal education characteristics or socioeconomic 

status of the parents may differ from those of an urban 

area. mrthermore, parents of students living in urban 

centres which have a substantial francophone comrmnity 

(Monereal, otcawa and ~oncton for example). might also 

render different data. 

~nalysis of data stemming from descriptive 

research is undertaken through frequencies. central 

tendencies, variabilities and correlations (Seliger h 

Shohamy, 1989). For the purpose of this study. 

frequency tables, means, and correlations between 

expectation level and parental LP knowledge are used co 

examine the first hypothesis posited by this 

researcher. Statistical significance in non-interval 



type dara was the situation for this data set which 

used the chi-square analysis to dezermine correlation 

significance. This nonparametric mferencial 

statistical procedure determined whether the 

distribution of the frequencies in the categories of 

one variable could be correlated wirh the distribuzion 

of the frequencies in another variable (Heiman. 19961. 

POT example, different performance expectations may 

conceivably be significantly linked co parental 

background factors such as CPP, t2 parental knowledge 

and/or school board influence. 

Research questions explored in this endeavor 

center around the performance characteristics expected 

of the students by their parents upon graduation from 

E F I .  The major areae of inquiry were: 

1) What do E F I  parents expect che graduate 

lingllistic performance level for their 

children to be? 

2 )  Does previous experience with BPI affect 

expected graduate linguistic performance 

expectations? 



31 D O ~ S  the erench or any second langvage 

knorleage of parents affect their 

expectations? 

41 IS CPP a significant factor in the 

Choice OF BPI? Doe6 it affect 

expectations? 

51 Does school board presenLation of the 

BFI option affect parental expectations? 

61 are the expectations similar in each 

parental group(Grade 3 vs. Grade 9 

parents)? 1f not, what may account for 

the differences? 

71 DO parents generally express 

satisfaction with the results of BFI 

programs? 



Chapter Pour 

The Results of the Study 

The survey was distributed t o  all students 

enrolled in Early French Imnersion (EFT) in 

grades three and nine in m y ,  1997. A tocal of 

370 surveys were issued and 15s were returned. 

The data therefore represents approximately 43% 

of the target population. since the population 

receiving the questionnaire included all the 

parents of children in grades three and nine of 

the EFI program. the percentage of respondents is 

sufficienCly high co represent an authentic 

profile of parental information and expectations 

for =heir children in EFT. 

Part A 

Parental Prof ilea 

The first question determined the gender of the 

respondent. me options were male 

parent/guardian and E m l e  parenclguardian. A 

note indicating the availability of a second 



sumey per family in the event that male and 

female responses differed within the family was 

not acted upon for any of the surveys. 

Respondents were mostly female (1181; mles 

accounted Lor 35 surveys, 3 were cooperatively 

covleted IM and e ) ,  and a dld not indicate any 

gender. 

Question 2 asked for the current grade 

level ( 8 )  of the respondent's child(ren1 . Given 

the fact chat some parents have more chan one 

child enrolled in BPI. it is no= surprising that 

the 158 returned surveys yielded data an 247 

children. ho surveys did not indicate any grade 

level, while five ofhers indicated a single grade 

level other than chat of the target population. 

Table I provides an overview of the data. The 

number8 in grades other than the tawet grades(3 

and 91 indicate once BPI is chosen, this 

education option is often also adopted €or 

siblings. The returned surveys indicate data on 

153 students in the two target grades. and 94 



outside. The number of respondents in each 

target grade area is about even ('15 t o r  grade 9 

parents and 78 Lor grade 31 .  It would seem then 

that parent interest level in educational 

research does not vary considerably vlch the 

grade level of their child. 

Of the total 247 students canprising the 

database. 62% are in either Grade 3 or 9, while 

37% are enrolled in ocher grades. and are 

therefore siblings of the studencs in grades 3 or 

I 

6 l2 
NO grade 
indicated 



westion 3 asked it this grade 3 or 9 

experience was the parent's Eirst experience with 

BPI. Sixty rerpoMenEsl3811 indicated yes and 

95160%) maid no. Three surveys(2%1 wre returned 

with this question unanswered. Those who 

answered yes were to saMnce to question 5, while 

the 'no' respondents were asked to continue on 

with question I .  

Guestion 4 sought to deternine the 

circumstances relating to this B P I  experience not 

being the first as was indicated in the previous 

question. The rive options trom which to choose 

followed by the rider of respondents who choee 

them are listed below in Table 2. It is 

interesting to note that the 95 respondents who 

had previously indicated rhis was not their tirsr 

experience with PI. are joined here by 17 ather 

respondents. While rhis extra input clouds the 

issue of detedning exactly how many respondenrs 

are experiencing first time association with BPI. 



it does not alter the observation that EFT can be 

seen as a L d l y  educational choice. 

C~ZEIIU+.I~C~ 

Another child(ren1 currently 
enrolled in EPI at a higher 

grade 1-1 

Another childlrenl 
36 

a l&er grade level I I 
Another child(ren1 rho 

EFI program 

currently enrolled in LPI 
IlaLe French irmersionl 

Total 

almost 601 of respondents indicated current 

enrolment in BPI outside the survey carget grades 

(3 h 91 of at least one other cnild. This s e a s  

f~ indicate char once BPI is chosen as an 

education option, it is done so with all children 



of the family in mind racher than an isolated 

decision for any one child. Approx-tely 15r or 

respondents reported transferring their 

Child(ren1 out of KPI. While this survey did not 

aim to discover reasons why parents would 

exercise chis option, the Enquency of 

identifiable disadvantages of the program as 

discussed in Part 8, question 5 show a pattern of 

dissatisfaction with lack of progress in either 

Prench and/or English. This trend in discussed 

later in the chapter (See page 801.  The rather 

small percentage of respondents with children 

having transfezred ouc of BPI also s e a s  to 

indicate general approval with the program. This 

pattern of general pragram acceptance also 

re--ryes later in the last question of the 

Survey (See page 8 6 ) .  

One respondent added an option which was not 

foreseen in the design of the survey. This 

parent/guardian had a child who had graduated 

from LPI. 



The n u t  questionlls) dealt with parental 

knowledge of Prench. There were eleven 

categories ranging rram no exposure to Prench to 

experience living in a French milieu. They are 

listed in Table 3 along with their frequency of 

occurrence. 

The total number of Prench education 

options chosen by respondents in this question is 

210. indicating that same respondents chose 

multiple categories in answering thie particular 

question. The data nevertheless seen to portray 

a general trend that the majority of parents 

indicated having same understanding of the French 

language with those having attained high school 

and a few university courses making up 

approximately 601 of the total. The data €ram 

question 5 are represented graphically in Figure 

I .  



ategory m c h  ~ d ~ u t i ~ n  
n 

None 15 7 i 

Classes 

10 Immersion 
experience 14-6 
weeks or morel 

other 7 3 

210 100' 

I 

4 

5 

6 

7 

, 8 

*deviations crm l 0 0 I  are due to rounding 

2 
I 

Elementary 
school 

18 

ccnnaulity 
college courses 

IRSS t h M  8 
university 
COUTSeB 

8 university 
courses 

(equivalent to a1 
minor1 

12 university 
courses 

(equivalent to a 
r~jorl 

B. A. in French, 

9 
i 

3 81 High school 

I 

6 

43 

39 1 

' 3 

21 

7 1 3 



~n category XI( the mother. cacqoryl, four 

of the seven respondents were raised in a 

Erancophone enviromnt, two did not specify. and 

one claimed a university-equivalent reading 

competency certification. 

guesstion 6 asked if the respondent was 

currently enrolled in any form of Prench 

education. of che 1 5 8  surveys returned. 157 

indicated 'No' to this question. One s-y was 

left blank in chis area. If would seem then, 

that parents of children enrolled in BPI are not 

actively pursuing upgrading of their o m  L2 

skills.  his bec-8 an especially acute 



observation when c m a r e d  with the identifiable 

disadvantages question in part a of the survey 

where parents indicate a high degree of 

Emstration in assisting with homework (See page 

821. 

weetion 7 sought to determine if the 

respondent had future plans foe enrolling in 

French education of sane sort. Thirteen 

indicated 'yes. with nine of these providing 

details. Convarsation/night classes accounted 

for six of these. Six respondents did not 

complete this question and 139 t a 9 r l  indicated a 

negative response. Future parental endeavours to 

augment ~2 skills then. do not seem to be a 

perceived priority among BPI parents and 

guardians. 

Westion 8 asked if the responden= had ever 

lived in a bilingual milieu. Thirty-six 

respondents ( 2 3 t h  indicated they had. Their 

length of scay is recorded in Table 4. 



Question 9 asked the respondent to idenrify 

the language(s1 used at h m  On a regular basis. 

The response was overwhelmingly unilingually 

English (151 or 96b1, with five raspendents 

indicating French. one indicating Greek while one 

survey was incomplete. P r m  question 8. 24% of 

respondents spent time in a Francophone or 

bilingual milieu, yet From question nine only 3% 

of respondents use ~rench in =he home on a 

regular basis. me data represents chen a 

predominantly anglophone arena of operation. 

Question lo asked respondents to indicate 

the factors involved in selecting the EFI program 

for their childlrenl . Question 11 asked 

respondents to rank in order o£ importance those 

factors indicated in question lo. The facrors on 



the questionnaire are listed below followed by 

the n h e r  oE respandents m o  indicated that 

these reasons fo-d part of their decision to 

enroll their childtrenl in BPI. 

~t appears the possibility oE Suture 

employment enhancement and the perception of a 

more stimulating classroom environment are the 

primary rea~ons why parents choose EFI. These 

factors are follaed by the better 



student/ceacher ratio and 'otheri category. A 

graphical representation of this data is provided 

in Figure 2. 

Although 59 people chose option 'j' lche 

"other" category) as a determining factor in 

question ID. their reasons varied. A sumwry of 

these reasons is provided in Table 6. 



easier to acquire L3 

attended a course oEFered by 
proreasor Joan Neccen 

EFI parents are proactive re their 
childlrenrs) education 

personal research 1 conducted 

~ . b l e  6 option ' j  ' S- ln>l) 

 able 6 contains sumnaries of option 'j' 

c-t 

bilingual country;opportunitY to 
became bilingua1;fluent 

personal herieage;ability to 
ccmmnicate with francopnone 

relatives 

general appeal to learn L2 

best possible education 
0prion;hroader learning experience 

expands scope beyond English 
world/culture/lansuage 

provides a more promising Future 

possibility to live, travel and/or 
work in other countries/cultures 

oarental interest (my o m )  in 

ideas which were recorded more chan once. 

nppendix H is a list of option 'j9 comments which 

m e =  ot 
1e.PSnder.t. 

17 

7 

6 

4 

+ 

4 

4 

2 

appeared but once. Collectively the 'other' 

category was chosen by 59 respondents; however, 

the subdivision by reason as is done in Table 6 



reveals a much lesser impact for any single given 

reason. 

Question 11 asked parents to rank chose 

factors of influence chosen in the previovs 

question in order o f  importance. Pactor 

' f (future employmnt enhancement) was chosen as 

the most hporcant. the second most imwrrant and 

the third most *rtant decision-making factor. 

 he perception of a more stimulating learning 

environment (fac~or gl carne in second place in 

the caragories of most inporeant, second most 

important, and third most important 

decision-making factor. Faceor '~'(parenrs of 

Orher BPI students1 was selecred as both the 

fourth and fifth most important decision-making 

Cactor. Table 7 shows =he rankings in detail. 



*Pa= is the designation for the factor. 
m represents its trequency of occurence. 
A diagonal indicates a tie. 

  he most popular decision factors from 

question 10 l€.g and il also appear with greater 

frequency in the abwe table. It appears then, 

chat fu~vre employment enhanCemanf(fact0r £1, the 

more challenging learning emriromentl€actor gl. 

and an improved teacher/srudent eariolsmaller 

classes) (€actor i) are the most important reasons 

why parents qted for BPI. 

In conclusion, the parental profile tron the 

data collected in parr A of the survey indicates 



that, of the 1 5 8  respondents to the survey, there 

is a similar interest 1-1 betreen grade 3 and 

grade 9 parent groups with the BPI option chosen 

for the family rather than on an individual 

basis. The majority of respondents claim same 

understanding of the wrench language, and seem to 

approve of the SF1 prqlram with only 15% 

indicating transfer of children out of PPI. 

While only 3% of respondents have indicated using 

wench in the home on a regular basis, the vasc 

majority (as%) do not perciwe the need to 

u ~ r a d e  their wench skills. with regard to why 

BFI was chosen the two most cMlaon and also mosc 

important reasons cited are respectively future 

employment enhancement and the perception of a 

more sfinollating learning enviro-nt. 



Part B 

Expected Proficiency Levels 

Respondents were given detailed descriptions 

of four proficiency levels in the language 

performance domains of Oral Proficiency. Reading 

Comprehension and writing Ability. The levels 

were termed A to D ascending in skill level. An 

'other9 option, level 0, was also prwided in the 

event that the given proficiency level 

descriptions were insufficient to adequately 

describe rhe expected degree of LZ proficiency in 

the language perfomnce d-in in question. The 

proficiency level descriptions are prwided as 

part of the complete survey in Appendix A. 

The Ise surveys received rendered data on 

247 children. This was due to some respondents 

indicating more t h m  one child currently enrolled 

in BPI. In this section respondents were asked 

to select a proficiency level for each child in 

each of the three M performance areas. As such. 



s- respondents tallied multiple votes. The 

results are contained in Table 8 bela. 

Data Erm the surveys indicated 247 children 

(as tabulated Erm question 2 ) ,  yet the totals 

row in   able 8 shows a discrepancy in all three 

skill area cotal figures with this previous total 

assessment. There may have been s- respondent 

confu~ion with carrying forth dara on multlple 

children throughout the survey which may have 



contributed to these discrepancies, however, the 

trend to select option C as an expected graduate 

cqetency level in all skill areas can be 

clearly Been in Table 8. Nevertheless. overall, 

19 and 15 per cent of respondents chose D and B 

levels respectively. Figure 3 below shovs the 

distribution of total responses in all 

perforroance areas. 

The shape of Chart 3 indicates the data very 

closely resembles that of a normal distribution 

curve skewed slightly negatively. The C option 

in all skill areas was the clear preference by 



respondents. while provision was made for 

inclusion of category A, the numbers were 

insurficient to produce a colunm in Pigvre 3. 

since a clear majority(64+, or almost two 

thirds) of parents chose lwel C. then the first 

hypothesis of the study has been supported: 

parents do not anticipate native-like L2 

perfo-ce characteristics Erom their children 

upon graduation from BPI. 

In ccmpiling the profiles for each of the 

ekill level options, level D characteristics were 

intended to be unrealistically high performance 

ideals for BPI graduates. The basis for each 

level was adapted from rederal gwenvnenr hiring 

gvidelines for amployrent positions necessitating 

some degree of second 1-age fluency. 

Positions requiring level D would require at 

least a B.A. in French. and milny would also 

require or reconarnd =he candidate possess a. 

degree or diplona in translacion. It is 

interesting ro note that overall. 19%. or nearly 



one fifth of respondents to the survey indicated 

they expected their child(ren1 to be able to 

iunction at level D upon graduation from BPI. 

when each L2 proficiency area is examined. this 

percentage fluctuates somewhat. me 

corresponding nwobera and percentages of 

respondents who chose level D is shorn in Table 

9 .  AS m y  be seen, more parents anticipate a 

nativelike level of proiiciency in the area oE 

reading canprehension than in oral proficiency. 

me second hypothesis oi this study as 

stated in Chapter 3, relates to an expectation of 

~ignieicantl~ different scores statistically 

between the grade three and nine parent groups. 



The third hypothesis seeks statistical 

significance of parental expactations when the 

prench language knarledge/education of parents is 

cmpared with their expectations for their 

children. Therefore an analysis for statistical 

significance is necessary to determine if these 

hyporheaes underlying this survey are eupported. 

since this survey collected non-interval data, 

then the chi-square analyeisix'l was chosen as an 

appropriate measure to determine iF the eanpling 

distribution of the surveySs data is 

representative of s frequency distribution of the 

null hypothesis. ~n the firor instance a 

difference in expectation lwel was ancicipaced 

between those respondents having previous 

experience with BPI and chose who were firsc-time 

BPI parents. The dara for this chi-square 

analysis was taken from question 3 on the survey. 

of the 158 surveys returned, 155 respondents 

answered question 3. A further 6 respondents 

c-leced this question in either an illogical or 



inc~mplete manner when compared to their answers 

for quesfime 2 and I .  resulting in 149 

respondents whose answers rere acceptable for 

this statistical computation. This collective 

group then. was used in the chi-square analysis 

for scacistical significance relative to previous 

versus first-time BPI experience. The findings 

are shorn in Table 10. 

m e  expected ~r-encies of occurence(P,) 

in ell three language performance areas ac all 

levels are consistent with the observed 

frequencies of ocsurence(P-I. The critical 

value for the chi-square ie 7.81 for the d-ins 

of oral production and writing ability. This 

lovers to 5 . 9 9  for reading comprehension owing to 

one degree of Lreedm less in the calculations 

due to zero respondent choice in level A in chis 

dcmain. ~ h u s  if the observed chi-square values 

exceed the critical value, then the dace is 

deemed to be statistically significant. In this 

case the maximum observed chi-square is 1.05, far 



below the critical value needed tor statistical 

significance; cheratore, the null hypctheais is 

supported by the data. The conclusion is that 

there is no statiscicslly significant 

relationship between the upectationa of parents 

with previous BPI experience and those whose 

childlrenl are experiencing BPI for the first 

rime. 

Tabla I0 SigUi€Ic.DC. Of PredOY. =I 
aperionce 

cai -e ! 
v I ~=evious 

npersence 
riret n r  
-rim=. 

L o - .05 1 0-31 0-1111 



The survey was designed such chat 

comparisons could be m d e  between the Grade 3 

parent group and the Grade 9 parent group. 

'resting for srarisrisally significant differences 

in the expectations of these two parental groups 

using data from question 2 on the survey also 

yielded statistical support for the null 

hypothesis. This data is presented in Table 11. 

of the 158 surveys returned. 147 respondents 

answered question 2; thus this collective group 

was used in the chi-square analysis for 

statistical eignificance relative to grade 3 and 

9 parental upectarion differences. 

once again the observed chi-square values 

are far below the critical chi-square value 

necessary for statistical significance: 

therefore, the null hypothesis is supported by 

the dara. Thus there are no statistically 

significant differences in the expectations of 

parents of grade 3 EFI studems and those of 

grade 9 EeI students. 



=he thlrd hypothesis, which also 

necessitated analysis Lor statistical 

significance, again used the chi-square 

procedure.   his avenue of inquiry was a 

comparison of parents' French education lwel 

versus parental expectations. Question 5 of the 



s u m y  asked parents to indicate =heir current 

level of formal Prench education. In tabularing 

the data frsm chis question it appeared that 

respondents chose more that one Category 

resulting in a cotal response number of 210. An 

attempt was made to consolidate some o€ the 

responses to more closely resemble the total 

respondent number of 156 1i.e. one education 

level per respondent), thus rendering the 

chi-square analyeia easier to implament. 

An overview of the new education levels is 

shorn in Table 12. These new levels start at no 

Eo-1 01 informal Prench educationllevel 11, and 

continue with primary to secondary French 

studiesl~evel 21. post-secondary French training 

which may or nay not include a conversation class 

component comprises the new level 3. 

Conversation claasea were attributed to chis 

cacegory as they are a typical requirement oL 

first and second year university Second language 

courses; however. they do not offer the same 



degree o t  exposure to the tal-ger language as 

bersion or L2 milieu experience whish was 

chosen to comprise level I .  



A review or the patterns of parenc 

innerpion and milieu French education as reported 

in question 5 necessitated a subdivision of the 

new 1-1 4. me final consolidation of 

categories of parental education characteristics 

results in six distinct groupings as outlined in 

Table 13. 

T a b l e  13  r m  -h =bucmtiOn L m l .  

augmented by Prench 

augmencea by French 

The new categories of 5 and 6 were creared 

to accmmcdate the parent French education 

characteristics which did not lend chemselvea for 



inclusion in cateqariea I to 4 .  Reducing the 

number of categories frm 11 to 6 also 

consolidated the total number of responses to 

chis question. In the original data count Lor 

question 5 of the survey a tocal of 210 respcnsea 

were noted among the 158 surveys returned. This 

coca1 has now been reduced to 155 with the new 

parent education level groupings. thus rendering 

a one vote per person scenario. 

The chi-square analysis was once again used 

to determine the level of scatistical 

significance in the relationship berween the 

various parent education levels and their 

expectations Lor fheir childlren). The results 

are listed in ~ables 14A and 148. A s  in the 

previous analyses. the null hypothesis is 

supported by the chi-square cqutarions. In the 

domains of oral production and writing ability 

the parental expectations are quite hconogeneoua 

as evidenced by the extremely low observed 

chi-square values. 



me Treateat tendency towards 

statistical signicicance occurs in the area of 

reading catprehension where the chi-square value 

of 12.6 is much closer to the critical value of 

18.3 necessary far significance. n u s ,  the 

greatest variance in outcome expectations which 

can be linked to parent education level occurs in 

=he area of reading comprehension; horwer. these 



differences are not deemed statistically 

significant. Therefore, there are no 

statistically significant differences mong 

parent education levels when c-red with 

expected outc-s for their child(ren1 in the 

oral production. reading cornprehension and 

writing ability domains. 



Since the number of respondents comrising 

the new parent education level designated as 6 

was only 3 ,  it warn felt that a further search for 

statistical significance should he undertaken. as 

the smell nvmber of respondents could hide the 

significance of the datalneiman. 1996). with 

such a small rider of respondents there ie 

minimal roan b e t m n  observed and expected 

frequencies, -king eignificance diEEicvlr to 

reveal. With this in mind a new set of 

computations was undertaken, this rime using only 

the first 5 of the new parent educazion levels. 

  he results are shown in Table 15. 

In camparison to the values recorded in 

Table 11 it appears that the elimination oE 

parent education category 6 had little effect on 

the subsequent chi-square computations. The 

values of 2, decreased in all areas with the 

greatest decrease in the area of oral praduction. 



Statistical significance is once again noc 

achieved as the chi-square value computed Erm 

the observed frequencies does not overtake the 

critical value necessary to entertain tna 

alternative hypothesis. There is most agreement 

among respondents in the area of oral production 

with 2- of 66. only attainin9 one Courch of the 

value OE YmJr. me  closest 2, value 



representing statistical significance occurs in 

the area of reading comprehension where it again 

attains just two thirds of the value necessary to 

be re-d significant. Connequently. the null 

hypothesis is affirmed by statistical 

~Mnipulation of the date in all selected areas. 

The final group of questions in this second 

part of the survey asked respondents to lief the 

main advantages of EPI as they perceive them to 

be (question 4 J ,  che w i n  dieadvancages lqueszion 

51, and other cmentslobservations they might 

have on BPI (question 6 ) .  Table 16 shows che 

EreguenFy and percentage of responses to each of 

these three questions. Respondents were quice 

willing to indicate both the strong and weak 

poims of BPI education. Approximately half of 

the respondents to the survey went on to add 

other observations. A csmpilation of the 

responses noted in these questions Eollows in 

Table 17. 



2-1. 16 ...POD... to m Ad-Us.. d 

Diudr"nt.g.. 

au.mtion rrv-cy Pereontaw of Total 
O f  I.-.. 
(n-15s) 

74 47 

NO response 

westion 4 in part B asked respondents to 

list %he main advantages of EFI as they perceive 

them to be. Table 17 prwides an overview of 

multiple responses in various areas. A liet of 

responses ocurring less than five times is 

provided in Appendix D. It should be nozed that 

S- c-nts have been combined to form a mre 

general category. For exanple. several 

respondents reterred co the L2 environment and 

ice associatea Cmnicative c-etencies. These 

c-nts have been somewhat abridged by the 



researcher and are generalized as the second most 

popular parental assertion re BPI advantages. 

rlbi.  17 S.*C.i..d Ad-L0t.g.. o* u x  

qu.110y o f  T o U l  
1nr4) In-148) 

Develops tunctional fluency in 
I nafura1,CaSual approach; 

stuaents canmunicate/socialize 
in a variety of L2 situations 
at an early age; rair oral 

ccanperence/fairly good accent; 
con think/ comprehend in 2 
languages; L2 is integrated 

in daily activities 

More challenging /stimulating 
, learning environment; richer 
I educational experience; 

enhances childq s Mowledge 
Bent age to pick up ~2;rewer 
inhibitions/prejudices;easier 

i accepted as jusr anorher port 
Of school 

Develops appreciation of orher 
culrures/poinrs or view; 

reflects national emphasis in 
this area; broadens world 

perspective 
Imlfilingual/~lticultura1~; 

more open co new ideas 

Better studenr/teacher ratio 

Exposure Lollearning of 2 
languages at elementary school 

level 

51 3 4 . 5  

4  

26 

20 

2 8 . 4  

17.6  

1 3 . 5  



Table 17  COP^'^) 

Por~.ir.d -twem of .)I 

Pr-tes indenendent learning 1 1 
(due to limited parent LZ 

skills,: g w d  study 
habits/practica in reading and 

writing; self-discipline; 
students use a vide variety of 

learning strategies 

12 exposure is an asset in any 
future (educational) endeavor; 
wider choice of posr-secondary 

institutions 

B ~ s t s  self-esteem and 12 
self-confidence 

BPI teachers are mre 1 
ly younger; caring; capetent; 

organized 

mre enjoyable promam; 
children are having fun while 

learning; program holds 
child's inrerest 

Produces a bilingual person; 4.7 - ~ 

pr?vldes excellent grasp of L2 . .- 
Iccreases potentre1 for 7 4 7 

learnrng other languages - -- 
Augments future travel 

oppoetunities 

Parents of BFI children 
encourage them to became 
achievers; exposure to 

classmaces who come from homes 
where education is given 
serious consideration 

Promotes good 11sCening skills 5 3.4 

~ ~ ~ ; ; z i ~ ; ~ ; l g ; ~ o ; ; ;  
5 3.4 



The prospact of EPI providing an edge in 

future employment prospects leads the list of 

perceived advantages to the BPI education option. 

This has already been determined to be the single 

most important factor in selcting BPI. Other 

pr~iously noted BFI decision factors (learning 

environment and studentlreacher ratio1 also 

placed high on the perceived advantages list. 

Advantages of LZ cmmmicative c w e t e n w  and a 

pluralistic linguisriclcultural perspective also 

placed high on the list. These are "neww data as 

they rere nor previously mentioned to any 

appreciable degree in establishing reasons why 

parents chose the BPI option. Other new data 

crends are also revealed in Table 17. The 

independent learning and self discipline that 

come from dealing with a second language in an 

imnersion setting was noted by 101 of 

respondents. while 9% claimed BPI boosted 

self-confidence. positive teacher traits were 

also noted by 91 of respondents. A clearer 



picture of why parents choose BPI is available in 

Table 17. This data reflects and aumnents that 

of Table 5 and Chart 2. 

Question 5 in Part B of the survey asked 

paeents/guardi- to list the disadvantages of 

KFI education as they perceive them to be. The 

vast majority of respondents 188*1 c ~ l e t e d  this 

question. The results where a type of c-nt 

was noted as occurring at least five tines are 

tabulared m Table 18. Ccnmenta appearing less 

than five times are provided in Appendix E. 

Tabla 18 #.=.id D i u d r . p t . 9 . s  Of -1 

~ r e - n / e e r c e n ~ ~ .  
O f  T o t a l  

25 

24 

19 

13 

CDUP~ I 
Difficulty to assist with 
homework due to limited 

parent ~2 skills 

LI skills are below average; 
not as strong as Eng. 

scream; 

L2 interferes with Ll 
development; students often 

late learning to read; 
, transference errors 
FNSfration from lack of L2 
comprehension (both parental 

and student) 

In141 
In-1401 

35 

33 

27 

1 8  



Tabla 10 1-t'dl 
P.re.1.M di..&.TAt.g.. of a 1  

NO remedial help available; 
not a place for arudents 

with learning 
diEEiculcies/sla learners; 
response is removal from 

English stream 1 1 
Transportation problems due 

to school location: no 1 6 1  'L 

program 
Weak cnrmand of L2 gramnar 

Lack of appropriate 
T~SOYTC~S; texts in ~ r .  and 
ST. high too difficult; 

"-1s in slero. and Jr. high 
uninteresting 

segregation; invites 
prejudice; makes 

non-imnersion peers feel 
inferior 

No disadvantages 
Lack of 

cmittment/m~sleading 
infomtlon from school 

board 

Detection of learning 
problems is slower than 

busxng 

Not enough field trips to 

activities focused on L2 

Phonecic spelling in both 
languages 

student /teacher ratio tw 

grades 

14 

13 

10 

9 

7 

6 

10 

I 

9 1 

7 

6 

! 
4 



Combining the closely related OccurMces of 

below average L l  skill8 and the causarory 

interference of L2 on L 1  will result in a 

frequency of 6 0  (42.9b1, and beconre identified as 

the major drawback to E P I .  If the instances of 

assistance difficulty with homework and 

insfration level of parencs and students can be 

united under the banner of L2 canprehension 

diEficulties, it will result in 53, representing 

37.9* of respondents, the second largest drawback 

to B P I .  

 he main perceived dramacks of BPI as 

determined by the parents chen, are lack of L2 

comprehension in completing homework assignments 

and its associated frustration for parents and 

students alike, insufficient and/or delayed Ll 

skills, the develo~ntal interference of ~2 on 

11, lack of appropriate classroom resources 

including remedial assistance. and insufficient 

school hoard supporc for the program. Appendix B 

contains responses to this question which 



oc~rred le88 than five times in 140.  the n-er 

of respondente who answered this question. A 

total of 81 diEferent typea of c-ncs were 

recorded in Appendix B. This is Ear greater than 

the 32 of mpendix D where the less frequent EFI 

advantages are callied. It seems respndmre 

were more diverse and more personal in their 

identification of the progrm's shortcomings than 

its advantages. This finding m y  suggest that 

disadvantages are relaced co the ray in which the 

parent and/or student responded to the program 

rather than differentiating general disadvantages 

of the program. This hypothesis is borne ouz by 

the frequency of the response re: negative 

effects on LI developlaent. Research has 

indicated chat this lessened L2 competence is not 

an o u t c m  of the program in general; rather that 

such results may occur for certain students who 

Share particular learning characteristics (Lapkin 

h Swain, 1984; ~enesee. 19871. 



T-1. 19 Addlei-1 -t# 

WC111t.9, 

My children have benefitted 

itipleased with program 

I program of great benefit if 
your child has the ability; 
better suited to advanced 

rather than regular or below 13 18 
average students; a real 

disseNlCB to the struggling 
child 

My children have not 
progressed as well as 

expected: I m l d  not choose 8 11 
EFI again; my child is/has 
rransferrling) led) out 

My children have discussed 
transferring out and have 

'efused despite difficulties; 5 7 
I don'c regret having chosen 

BPI 

:nsufficient support from the 4 5 
School board 

EFI is an enriched program 3 4 

IF1 must be equally supported 3 4 
at home as well as at ~chool 

Program requires a lot of 
hard work especially at Jr. 3 4 

high 

EFI needs more support 
systems far children with 3 4 

diffiNltie~; should not be 
an elite program 



The final question on the svrvey allowed 

respondents to add comnencs concerning areas of 

=PI which were not addressed in previous sections 

of the survey. Approximately half of the 

respondents provided supplementary carmems. 

Data representing recurring CanmMCa (n121 are 

compiled in Table 19. Appendix P provides a list 

of comments ocurring once or twice. 

overall, the positive commnrs outweigh the 

negative.  he nose popular canrnr is a 

statement of unqualified support for the BPI 

program. The second most popular observation was 

of a cautionary nature. Reapondenre were of the 

opinion that OPI could be most rewarding for 

* m e ,  yet very frustrating and even a negative 

experience for othera. Thirdly. approxilMcely 

IOI of respondents felt BPI was not an option 

which provided the degree of benefit expected for 

their particular child(ren1. 

xn conclusion, the respondents to chis 

questionaire have indicated in general chac the 



expecced degree of L2 proficiency in all three 

language performance areas of oral production, 

reading ccrmprehension and writing ability 

coincides with the characteristics outlined in 

level C. Accounting tor differences frnn this 

trend was thought at first to be attributable to 

the L2 skill 1-1 of the parent/guardian. 

Statistical analysis has shorn that this is noc 

SO. mrthemre, there was no eignificant 

difcerence recorded when the current grade level 

of the student was taken into question. Thus. 

there are no significant differences in parental 

expectations linked to their childlren)'~ grade 

level nor the parents' various L2 akill levels. 

It was posited in the design of this study chat 

parental expectations could possibly be 

influenced by either the ssho~l board9s 

presentation of the EFI option and/or prcgram 

info-tion from supportive groups such as 

Canadian Parents for French. P r a  the data 

collected. parents have indicated that these two 



SOUTC~S of informtion did not contribute greatly 

to the decision to enroll their childlren) in 

E P I .  Some interesting observations have 

occurred, however. in =he purely qualiciative 

conments offered by the respondents in the last 

three questions of the survey. Implications of 

these for interested parties such as the school 

board. CPP. parencs/quardians, and curri~lum 

planners are discussed in the concluding chapter. 



Chapter 5 

S m r y  and Impl~cations 

The research conducted in FI to dare has tended to 

be process-product in nature. me student has been the 

centre of inquiry as more data is sought to better 

define the learner in Immersion. While LZ production 

characteristics of PI students are aclvlaxledged to 

differ E r a  chose of same age francophones. their 

French skills are more advanced than peers who partake 

of the basic core French pragrams. Nevertheless. some 

outspoken critics of BPI claim that what is 

accomplished through 13 years of schooling in an 

artificially created LZ linguistic environment is a 

flawed ~2 production which exhibits frequent errors. 

These I2 inaccuracies indicate weak comprehension of 

how the French language works. 

The expectations of parents were largely absent 

from research endeavours defining ~2 prodvction 

characteristics. giving rise to =he avenue of inquiry 

conducted by this study. Data was gathered in two 



sections of the study. BackgrouM parental information 

was collected in part one of the study, to allow 

statistical analysis of the daca collected in part two 

of the study, which was used to compile a composite of 

parental expectations rich regard to their child's 

French abilities u w  completion of the PPI program. 

Determining the degree of hilingualim expected, and 

whether this expectation was affected by the parent's 

French Mowledge, the current grade lwel of the 

~tudent(a1-nrary versus intermediate), and/or outside 

influences regarding the decision to enroll the child 

in BPI. f o m d  the basis of inquiry for this study. 

me hypotheses underpinning this research were all 

centered around parental expectations. Firstly. itwas 

posited that parents did not expect native-like fluency 

from their children after canaletion of the K P I  

program. The three domains of assessment were oral 

production, reading comprehension, and writing ability. 

Overall 64e of respondents chose level C in all three 

LZ areas, indicating that, generally, parents do nor 

anticipate native-like French perfomnce 



~hara~ceristics for =heir children. The Level C 

deScriptionS are as follows: 

Ln the donain of oral proficiency. the person at 

level C can support opinions or understand and express 

hypothetical and conditional ideas. (Slhe can 

understand and axpress subtle, abstract and camlicared 

ideas.  he ease llnd fluency of a native speaker is not 

expected and there m y  be errors and deficiencies in 

pronunciation. gr- and vocabulary, yet such errors 

rarely interfere rith ccnmunication. 

with regard to reading cmqrehension, the person 

functioning at ~evel C comprehends texts dealing rith a 

wide variety of topics. Most camlax details. 

inferences and fine points of meaning are understood. 

Specialized or lees familiar material can also be read 

with good comprehension. Scm seldom-used expressions 

may be missed. however. and there may be some 

difficulty with very complex g r m t i s a l  structures. 

Chara~ferisifi~s OE rriring ability at level C 

include the production of a variety of coherent 

explanations or descriptions on a broad range of 



topics. The style of presentaeion and use of 

vocabulary, gr-r and spelling are generally 

appropriate and require few corrections. 

With almost two-thirds of parents expecting level 

C performance characteristics for their children. the 

first hypotheeis has been suppcrted: the majority of 

parents do not anticipate nstive-like f.2 performance 

from their children.  he remaining third of 

respondents- expectation levels varied frcm 15% who 

chose level 8, to 1% who opted for level D. 

me acceptance of different levels of L2 skills 

from EPI students in relation to same-age francophones 

in terms of parental expectations echoes che previous 

findings of Lapkin(l9841 . She determined, through 

testing of the students cheaselves, that EFI students 

were able to cofmmicace effectively, however, were 

distinguishable from their francophone Counterparts. 

subsequent research by Pavley(l9851 determined EFT 

students as being able to satisfy routine social needs 

and perform limited work needs in French. The level C 

descripEors of tnis study would seem to indicace that 



parents expect more than the coping level of Prench as 

determined by Pawley. Hamaerly (1989) claimed this 

level of coping in Prench in relation to the coca1 

n m r  of hours of exposure to the language was 

unacceptable. prom a parental srandpoinr, webster 

(1986) called for the development of expliciz program 

expectations in concurrence rich applicable program 

resources. calve (1991) and clipperton (19941 noted the 

oral production limitations of BPI students as a trait 

by which they could be easily recqmized. Prom this 

study, it seems parents accept limitations of French 

production skills; yet, they expect a high degree of 

fluency and ccmperence when students work in the Prench 

language. 

me more extensive ccmmunicarive abilities of KPI 

students versus regular core French students. as noted 

tiy ~apkin (1984) and Pawley (19851, nay also be 

reflective of the overall expectations of the parents 

with regard to the BPI program as a whole. H-erly's 

assertion (19891 that elementary students learning 

incorrect locutions and structures from each other in 



the EFT classroom leading to a low degree of 

cmunicative c-cency in French does not seen to be 

perceived as a problem by parents in this study. The 

possibility also exists that linguistic analysis is 

more a concern of the teacher than the parent, as 62 

production errors would tend to be noted nore in the 

n lass room than in an ourside environment where che 

stuaenr is required to use hidher French skills 

primarily for conmunication. 

students in BFI have production characteristics 

unique to their program of learning (clipperton. 19941; 

however, they are able to effectively cmmmicate in a 

variety of situations (Day 6 shapson, 1990). The 

process of studentsr learning through nazural 

acquisition rather than a passive rule-governed 

approach (Carey. 19841 results in non-Erancophone 

production errors; yet, these errors rarely impede 

conanunication (Lysrer. 1987).  he degree to which 

parents are concerned by these differences in 

production seems to be slighc, as this survay has 

returned data indicating about two-thirds of parents 



concede student production characteristics different 

from that of =--age francophones. Nonetheless 

success in BPI is interpreted by parents as m r e  than 

sirqly being able to cape in the language. 

The study was a census of Grade 3 and 9 parents 

whose children rere enrolled in B P I .  It was posited 

that parental expectations m y  be different betreen 

these two points along the K-12 immersion cominuum. 

students in Grade 3 are not exposed to the S a m  degree 

of linguistic analysis as are students at the Grade 9 

level. The interference of snglish with irs atcendanc 

fossilization of errors may also be lass apparent in 

the earlier years of EPI. resulting in the possibility 

of differing parental expectations between the two 

grade levels. when the data was analyzed for 

statistical significance it was determined that the 

null hypothesis was supported for this comparison. 

merefore, there exists no significant difference 

between the exptctarions of Grade 3 and Grade 9 parents 

of EFI children. 



The level of parental expectations varying with 

parents' om French haledge and skills was the third 

hypothesis underpinning this study. The inclusion of 

an wealiscically high performance level (1-1 D) was 

thought to atcract parents xho had little or no Prench 

-sure and/or fo-1 training. Wich the application 

of the chi-square statistical analysis, haever, this 

hypothesis was not supportedlsee Tables l+A, 148 aM 

151. There was no clear parent education Eactor 

emerging as a scazistically signiiicant predictor of 

exceedingly high parental expectations; therefore. the 

null hypothesis supported here. 

The final hypothesis assessed the possibility of 

parenral expectations being influenced hy the school 

board and other special interest agencies, such as 

Canadian Parents for Prench(C~P1. In compiling firstly 

the factors behind the decision to enroll the child in 

BPI. and secondly, racing them according to degree of 

importance, ic appeared that neither the school board 

nor CPP rated very highly as a determinant for 

enrollnenr in BPI. The highest level of i-rtance 



attained by both agencies was chat QL 5th most 

important factor, and this raring c- from only two of 

five groupings ot ratings of the EPI decision 

factors(See Table 7 ) .  Theretore. pr-cional agencies, 

Such as the school bcard and CPP, do not appear to have 

a significant inpact on parental choice ot BPI lor 

their childlrenl. 

C-ring the respondents' input regarding 

advanrages versus drawbacks ot EPI, the general 

conclusion that parents do nor anticipate native-like 

fluency Elom their childlren) tends to he supported. 

F r m  Table 17, 37% of respondents indicated functional 

fluency in French ras an asset. 1n tabulating data on 

the drawbacks of EFI. 198 of respondents suggested L2 

interferes with Ll progress, and 10% noted the 

Students' grasp of Prench g r m r  was waaklsee Table 

18). The percentages oL respondents was higher in the 

advaneages question than in the drsrMcks question. 

The maximum percentage of negative responses was 25, 

while positive conments on BPI drew 39* of reapondants. 

indicating general recognirion by parents of the 



functronal bilingualism attained by students. yet 

s~ltaneously achorledging envimnnrntal restrictions 

placed on that degree of bilingual campetence. 

me data collected by the survey revealed some 

interesting characteristics which rere not part of the 

hypotheses defining the survey. In deternining the 

nvmber of children covered by the f d l i e s  who made up 

the recipient base of the survey, data was recurned on 

247 children iron 158 surveys. Although the question 

was not expliciey posed in the survey, the decision ro 

enroll a child in EFT seemed to be a family-oriented 

choice, rather than a selection based on the linguistic 

pacential of any given child. Thls trend is revealed 

with almost Sob of respondents reporting children in 

attendance in grades outside the Grade 3 and 9 target 

area. 

The respondents to chis questionnaire eleo seemed 

to regard their childrens' education with s m e  

distance. as 157 of 158 surveys contained the answer 

"no" to question 6 regarding current parenrsl enrolment 

in scme type of French course. men asked if parents 



were planning to cake such a course in the future, the 

answer was again laqely negative( 8% I .    his 

Statistic would seem to indicate the need for a study 

of why parents do not inrend to increase their personal 

knowledge of French. In Part B of the survey, one 

quarter of the respondenrs indicated that the biggest 

disadvantage to the EFT program was limited parental 

French skills resulting in a reduced capacity to assist 

the child with homerork. 

The necessity of French as a future enployment 

enhancer and the perception of the hersion classroom 

as a more stimulating learning environment led the 

reasons as to why parents opted for the EEI program. 

The perception that a better student/teacher rario 

existed in BPI was also a popular decision factor. 

These findings further support the conclusion that 

OUtBide agencies such as the school board and CPF did 

not figure prominently as EFT selection factors. 

Respondents were asked to identify the advantzlges 

and disadvantages of EFI in the second part of the 

questionnaire. The response to this section was quite 



highlsee Table 16). with rhe principal advantage being 

future unployment enhancement, an echo of the main 

reason why EFI was chosen in the first place. The 

principal disadvantages of EPI were identified as 

parent difficulty In providing assistance to the 

student due to limited parent L2 skills, and the 

that the English skills of BPI students were 

inferior to those of ~Cudents in the regular Sngliah 

pr~glam.  everth he less, in the final section of the 

questionnaire, in response to the open-ended "other' 

question. the greatest number of c m n t s  endorsed the 

BPI program. 

~ec-endations for further study may be dram 

from this research. The environmental characteristics 

under which the study was conducted also define its 

limitations. me survey was implemented in the urban 

SC. ~ohn's, ~ewfoundland area, a predominantly 

anglophone milieu. where only 5 of 158 surveys 

indicated chat French was a language of use in the 

household. To generalize the results beyond this area. 

the study should be replicated in further similar 



environments. A t  that point one could possibly project 

parental expectation profiles o€ anglophone 

environments in general. In addition, replicating the 

scudy in a mre bilinpal area such as Moncton or 

ottawa would render additional data and assist greatly 

m cornpiling a more global indication of parental 

expectations of BPI. 

me profile or parental expectations as = w i l e d  

by this study may ba seen as the first step in 

determining if this desired student ptrfo-ce level 

equates with their actual graduate level performance. 

~ecnnnendations to this end are advanced in a two-step 

proposal. zirst a canada-wide assessment of parental 

expecrarions as defined by the measurement criteria 

q l o y e d  in this atudy is recamended. Secondly, 

development and count--wide implentation of s test 

for graduates of BPI is suggested. A ccrnparison 

between the two data sets would better enable 

~rriculum planners in developing materials for EPI. 

with such a comprehensive data base, criticisms of BPI 



as a valid instructional methadology may also be more 

accurately weighed. 

Closely related to the search for significant 

differences Mcween the grade 3 and grade 9 parenr 

group was the question of previous EPI experience as a 

factor in decerrnining parental -ctarion level. 

parents who chose the XPI option for rherr children 

tended to consider it a family choice rather than a 

selection based on individual sssessrrnt (See Table 2 1 .  

A chi-aquare analysis for statistical significant 

differences in expectations between those parents who 

had previous BPI experience and those who were 

first-time EFT parencs revealed the null hypothesis was 

supported (see Table 101. The expectations of hoth 

groups *ere similar. with the implmenrarion of this 

study on a laqcr scale, comparisons could also be 

obtained m n g  parental groups in various locales in 

canada to determine if the option to enroll a child ln 

BPI 1s ucended to orher family membars. 

1n the design of the study it was thought that the 

~rench knorledge/skill 1-1s of the respondents mighc 



have a bearing on their expectations €or their 

child(ren). Parents rho had post-secondary training in 

French might have registered different expectations 

than those rho had little or no f o m l  French 

education. me ass-tion is that many parents would 

have been subjected to a certain percentage of 

grmrltranslation instruction, and may have been 

expecting a higher degree of accuracy f r m  their 

child(ren1. thus reflecting x-rly's (19891 criticism 

that inaccuracies are tolerated, even pr-tad in S P I .  

AS carey (19811 pointed our. the d r s i o n  approach is 

more concerned with recreating aspects of natural Ll 

acqui~ition rather than a passive. rule-governed 

approach such as the granmar/cranslation method; 

therefore, production errors are to be expected. The 

data was assembled in Table 3 where SO* of respondents 

indicated either high school French courses or acane 

post-secondary COUTS~S. POT purposes of analysis the 

d a m  was recoaed snd subjected to the chi-square test 

seeking significant expectation differences among the 

parenc groups (see ~ables 12-151. me results 



indicated that once again the null hmothesis was 

supported and that parental French education level had 

no significant impact on the expected performance 1-1 

of the BPI student. This finding may indicate an 

acceptance by parents of the BFI approach. and a 

recognition that their childlrenl are able to do more 

with the French language tnan =hey themselves could 

under other instructional methodologies. This 

assertion seem co be supported in Part 8 of the survey 

in question 6 where wer half of the cmmenCs 

registered in a general 'ocher, category were in 

support of the EFT program (see  able 191. n u s .  

~amnerly's argument against ~PIi19891 is weakened 

somevhar by parems who seem to focus on the enhanced 

canrrmnicative abilities of BPI students rather than 

their LZ production inaccuracies. Further study in 

this area could reveal interesting comparisons among 

parentsn o m  L2 learning experiences in relation to 

their childlrenl 's current BPI education. 

while the null hypotheses are supported by m e  

data analysis in terms of significant differences 



between parent groups, a trend of parental expeccacions 

does come clearly forward. The majority of respondents 

(64* overall) chose option C in all L2 perfo-nce 

areas (see Table 8 and Figure 2). As previously noted 

in the literature revier. LapKin 119841. pawley (19851. 

Lyster (19871. Hanmerly 119891. and Calve (19911 noted 

chat the BPI methodology results in a spaken and 

written ~rench which contains many errors, s- of 

which reflect interference from the English lawage. 

~eversed word order. misplac-nt of adjectives. 

inaccurate gender assignments. and the fu/vaus 

distinction are examples oL 8- areas of concern. 

=though these production inaccuracies render EFI 

Students easily recognizable. they are not considered 

by parents to present significant diLficulty when 

cmnicating in the French language. The data from 

this survey indicates that on an overall basis. 64% of 

parents expect a high degree of ability of rheir 

childlrenl to function in the French language. There 

in also a rec-ition by parents in choosing level C 

overall, that there is a certain acceptance that 



etudents rill commit a variety of errors; however, 

ccnmunication is not expected to be adversely affected. 

Parents then appear to endorse the EPI program while 

a160 being mindful that a certain degree of production 

inaccuracy is expected. 

~ineceen par cent of respondents to the survey 

indicated =hey expected level D perto-nce 

characteristics. Statistical analysis revealed 

firstly. that this percentage was not significant, and 

secondly, that this choice of answer could not he 

linked to any one aspect of m e  parent profiles 

assembled by this study. It would theretore be of 

interest to further assess these parents in an attempc 

to determine the underlying factors which prqted them 

to choose the unrealistically high level D option. 

nniort-tely, the ethics guidelines tor the 

implementation DL this study did not allow the linking 

of this survey with the parent's address for further 

contact. Therefore, with a replication of this study. 

some adaptations vould he necessary to encowass the 



possibility of ffurhhe investigation of those 

respondents who expect native-like perfo-ce. 

m addition to data tearing directly on the 

hypotheses rh~ch formed the basis of the study. other 

trends surfaced which lend themselves to related 

reccnmendacions. Prom question 6 in Part A of the 

survey, all respondents who answered the question I157 

of 156 total respondents to the survayl, indicated they 

were not currently enrolled in any form of French 

education. when asked if rhey intended co do so in 

question 7, 89. indicated a negative response. Carey 

(1984) found that parents of children in PI were more 

likely ro be taking French courses than parents of core 

French students. This canpariaon is unavailable from 

the data gathered by this study; ho-r. one may 

~ o n ~ l u d e  that EFI parents in Newfoundland are not 

actively engaged in augmenting cheir an French skills. 

1n part 8, question 5. respondents ware asked to 

qualita~i~ly offer cheir perceived disadvantages of 

BPI. One quarter of the responses to this question 

indicated s frustration aasociaced with not having 



sufeicient Prench skills to adequately assisc with 

hmevork (See Table 18). The reasons why EPI parents 

are not actively seeking to upgrade their o m  Prench 

skills did not figure into the design of the study; 

however, this situation does impose linitacions upon 

the degree of assistance parents can offer their 

childlren). while a quarter of respondents felt 

frustrated when they attempted to assist with homework. 

10% indicated this situation pranoted independent 

learning. mrrher research could be conducted to 

deternine the reasons why parents do not feel a need to 

improve their o m  level of Prench skills. 

one of the avenues of inquiry of this study was to 

assess the degree of influence the school board had in 

parents* decisions to choose the BPI program for their 

child(ren). ~ r m   able 7, school board infornation 

occured as the fifth most important decision factor in 

Only I instances. In Part 8, question 6 (the cother 

caments~ quemtion), 5 t  of respondents indicated a lack 

of ccannit-f and misleading information from the 

school baard. The degree of involvement in promting 



and mincaining the EPI program by the school board 

seams to be a s-what underdevelopped area of study in 

the past. Therefore, a study could be conducted to 

determine the actual and/or perceived role of the 

school board in pr-ting and aupporcing PI programs. 

The issue of detection of individual learning 

difficulties/disabilicies and its associated remedial 

adaptations of existing curricula surfaced as an 

additional area ot parental concern in the study. A 

lack of remedial help was indicated by ll* of 

respondenrs as a factor which could disadvantage s- 

seudentslsee Table 18). P a  per cent of respondents 

ailso claimed learning difriculties were often less 

readily detected in EPI. ID early years the ~2 

e n v i r o m n t  was felt to delay the detection of 

linguistic difficulties which may rranscend both 

English and Prench languages. The opinion that EPI was 

not suited to all s~udenfs reocurred in Part 8,  

question 6 (See Table 191, where 1BI of respondents 

indicated that as1 could be a disservice ro struggling 

children. In addition, 11a of respondents indicated 



dissatisfaction with their childr= level of progresa to 

the point of not rec-nding EPI to others. 

~eanwhile, 7e of respondents- children have encountered 

difficulties; however, their parents are still 

supportive of BPI. The fact that the above percentages 

are small indicazes an overall endorsement of the EPI 

program. Nevertheless. a study to determine the degree 

of necessity of remedial services co struggling 

children in BPI could possibly reduce the parcentage of 

parental concerns in this area. Such research could 

also assist in identitying student learning/behaviour 

characteristics which might need accention. in order to 

provide the student with a more enjoyable L2 learning 

experience. 

The recmendstions emanating from the data of 

this survey coincide in part with the findings of 

nayden i i s s s ~ .  who sought reasons why students 

transferred out of PPI. In chat study, Language Arts 

difriculty was cirad by 9 0 t  of respondents as the major 

reason for tranefeeral. nore recently. ~llsvorth, 

(1998)  who researched attrition in LFI in Newfoundland. 



determined that there was a concern with a lack of 

academic achievement, and char the program was 

perceived a6 too challenging. 

1n this survey the explicit question of why 

students have transferred out of BPI was not asked; 

yet, 11e of respondentslsea Table I91 indicated they 

have transferred or are transferring their child(ren1 

out o€ EFT. while the reasons for this decision have 

not been explored in chis study, che percentage of 

students transferring out of the prwram is similar to 

that described in the two previous studies (Hayden, 

1900; ~llsworth, 19981. m e  previous reconmendation of 

researching the necessity ooT remedial services to PI 

students could possibly lead to the implementation of 

measures which, in turn, might reduce the attrition 

rate from PI program as it relates to lack of academic 

achieverent. 

In conclusion. the analysis of the data returned 

by this study indicated an interesting profile of 

parental expectations which ahaa future research 

directions as clearly as current expectation 



characteristics. Por an anglophone environment. 

parents do not anticipate native-like fluency from 

their children; however. they do expect a high degree 

of French proliciency in all performance areas. 

Nevertheless these parenee are noc intimately involved 

with raising their am level of Prench. despite 

indicating that the greatest drawback of ErI is the 

inability to assist students due to insufficient L2 

parental skills. Additional conrments provided by 

respondents were more positive than negative. It seems 

then, chat parents are generally pleased with BPI. even 

chough their o m  limitations in Rench ofren cause 

frustration in a~tenrpts ta assist the child with 

learning tasks. This level of frustration is 

insufficient, however. to cause them to au-nc their 

0- level of ~rench. The principal and also most 

imporcanr factor behind choosing BPI far all children 

in =he Iamily as a general trend was the enhancercent of 

future enploymant possibilities. This notion of future 

prepareQness was also the greatest perceived advantage 

of P P T .  



Appendix A 

The Questionnaire 

Parental Expectations of EFI 

Students 

Please answer all questions 

1. Please indicate gender of respondent: 
(In the event you desire an extra survey to 
record different responses, please call 
739-4857 and a second questionnaire will be 
forwarded to you. ) 

Male parent/guardian . 
Female parent/guardi an . 
2. Please indicate your child(ren) ' a  
current grade level(s) . . . . . . . . . .  

3 .  Is this your first experience with 

French immersion? 

Y - . ( Go to question 5 . )  

N - . (  Continue with question 4 . )  



4. If this is not your first experience 
with French immereion, please indicate the 
circvmstances appropriate to your 
situation: 

a) I have another child/other 
children currently enrolled in 
early French immersion at a lower 

............. grade level. a) -. 
b) I have another child/other 
children currently enrolled in 
early Prenoh immersion at a higher 

........ grade level...... b) -. 
c) My other child/children 
has/have graduated from early 

. ......... French inmersion c) - 
d) My other child/children 
has/have transferred out of early 
French immersion ......... d) - . 
e) I have another child/other 
children currently enrolled in 
late French 

................ immersion e) -. 
5. What is your current level of formal 
French education? 

none - . 
elementary school - . 

high school - . 
commYnity college courses - . 

less than 8 university courses - . 
B university courses 

(equivalent to a minor) - . 
12 university courses 

(equivalent to a major) - . 
B. A. in French - . 

evening/weekend conversation 
classes - . 



imnereim experience 
( 4 - 6  weeks or more) - . 

other (please specify) -. 

6. Are you currently enrolled in any £ o m  
of French education? 

7. DO you plan on enrolling in any form 
of French education in the near future? 

If yes, what sort? 

8. Have you ever lived in a predominantly 
francophone or bilingual milieu? 

y - .  
N-. 

I£ yes, for how long? 



9. which language (6) are used by you and 
your family at home on a regular basia for 
purposes of communication? 

English - . 
Prench - . 

Other (please indicate) 

lo. Please indicate the factor(s) 
involved in your decision to enroll your 
child(ren) in early Prench immersion. 

a) Prosram information from the school 
board. a) - . 

b) Program information from the Canadian 
Parents for Prench (CPP) organization. 

b) - . 
C) Parents of other children enrolled in 
the program. c) - . 

d) Location of school. d) - . 
e) Pmularitv of the program. e) - . 
f) hlture employment enhancement. f) = . 
g) More stimulating learning environment. 

g) -. 
h) Social reasons (i.e. Classnates would 
already be known to the child). h) - . 

i) Better student/teacher ratio. i) - . 
j) other (please elaborate) j) - . 



11. Of the factors you have indicated in 
question 10, please rate them in order of 
importance from most important to least 
important. 

Bxample: 1.9- (Here "h" is t e m d  
2.-s_the most important 
3 . 1  factor,-a" the 
4.- second in importance. 
5.- and "f" the least 

important. Only three 
factors were identified 
as being applicable. 
1. - 6 .  - 
2. - 7 .  - 
3 .  - 8. - 
4 .  - 9 .  - 
5 .  - 10. - 

This section of the questionnaire asks 
you to identify the expectations you have 
for your child(ren1 upon graduation from 
early French immersion. Please read 
carefully the descriptions of second 
language abilities and then choose the 
level which you feel best describes your 
expectations for your childcren) for each 
language skill area (oral proficiency, 
reading comprehension and writing 
ability). 



ORAL PROFICIENCY 

Level A : A person at this level can ask 
and answer simple questions and give 
simple instructions or uncomplicated 
directions. Conaunication may be difficult 
because a person speaking at this level 
makes many errors and has deficiencies in 
granaar, pronunciation, vocabulary and 
flueney. At this level the person nay have 
problems in understanding speech spoken at 
a n o m l  rate and repetitions may be 
required to understand what ia being said. 

Level B : A person at thia level can 
sustain a conversation on concrete topics. 
give straightforward instructions, and 
~rovide factual descriptions and 
explanations. While many errors and 
deficiencies in grammar, pronunciation. 
vocabulary and fluency may occur, these do 
not serioualy interfere with 
communication. 

Level C : A person at this level can 
support opinions through discussion. 
(S)he can understand and express subtle. 
abstract and complicated ideas. The ease 
and fluencr of a native speaker is not 
expected and there may be errors and 
deficiencies in pronunciation, g r m a r  and 
vocabulary yet such errors rarely 
interfere with cornmication. 

Level D : A person functioning at this 
level is indistinguishable from a native 



speaker of French who has also 
su~~essfully completed Grade 12 in a 
regular French school. 
1. Upon graduation from the early French 
immersion program, which level of oral 
proficioucy do you expect your child(ren) 
to attain? Choose one of the following 
levels. (If you have more than one child 
currently enrolled in early French 
immersion, please indicate by the use of 
multiple check marks in the appropriate 
category(ies), bearing in mind one check 
mark for each child. 

Level A - 
Level B - 
Level C - 
Level D - 
Level 0 - 

(Other - please elaborate) 

READING COMPREHENSION 

Level A : A person at this level can 
fully derstand very simple passages and 
grasp the main idea of written material 
about familiar topics. (S)he Wuld not 
be expected to read and understand 
detailed inf onnation from cowlex 
writings except to extract elementary 



information auch as dates, numbers or 
names. 

Level B : A person reading at this 
level can srasr, the main ideas of most - - 
passages, locate specific details, and 
distinguish -in f rom subsidiary ideas. 
Nevertheless written material using 
complex grammar and less comon 
vocabulary would cause difficulty. 

~evel C : A person at this level 
comprehends written passages dealing with 
a wide variety of topics. Host complex 
details, inferences and fine points of 
meaning are understood. Specialized or 
less familiar material can also be read 
with good comprehension. Some 
seldom-used expressions may be missed, 
however, and there may be some difficulty 
with very complex grammatical structures. 

Level D : A person at this level can 
verify that the linguistic quality of 
translated passages corresponds to that 
of the originals. (S)he can read a vide 
variety of relatively complex material 
written in French, such as brochures, 
press releases and magazine articles to 
ensure the consistency of the French 
version, including editing for spelling, 
grammar or punctuation errors. 



2. upon graduation from the early French 
immersion program, which level of rmadlng 
comprahm~aion do you expect your 
child(ren) to attain? Choose one of the 
following levels. (If you have more than 
one child currently enrolled in early 
French immersion, please indicate by the 
use of multiple check marks in the 
appropriate categorylies) , bearing in mind 
one check mark for each child. 

Level A - 
Level B - 
Level C - 
Level D - 
Level 0 - 

(Other - please elaborate) 

WRITING ABILITY 

Level A : A person at this level can 
write very limited units of information in 
the second language. (S)he may wite 
isolated words. phrases, simple statements 
or questions on very familiar topics using 
words of time, place or person. Errors 
of grammar, vocabulary and spelling are to 
be expected. 

Level B : A Derson at this level has 
sufficient mastery of grammar and 
vocabulary to wite short descriptive or 



factual texts in the second language on 
familiar topics. While the basic 
information is c ~ i c a t e d ,  the writing 
will require some corrections in granmar 
and vocabulary as well as revision for 
style. 

Level C : A person at this level can 
write a variety of coherent explanations 
or descriptions on a broad range of 
topics. The style of presentation and 
use of vocabularv. u r m a r  and suellinu - -  - 
are generally appropriate and require few 
corrections. Errors at this level do not 
interfere with the message being 
expressed. 

Level D : A person at this level can 
write a vide variety of texts in the 
second lanyuage such as brochures, press 
releases and magazine articles and/or 
edit and rewrite them to improve their 
style such that these texts be of 
acceptable quality for publication. 

3. Upon graduation from the early French 
immersion program, which level of n i t i n s  
ability do you expect your childlren) to 
attain? Choose one of the following 
levels. (If you have more than one child 
currently enrolled in early French 
immersion, please indicate by the use of 
multiple check marks in the appropriate 
category(ies), bearing in mind one check 
mark for each child. 



Level A - 
Level B - 
Level C - 
Level D - 
m e 1  0 - 

(Other - please elaborate) 

4. Please list the main advantages of 
early French irnnersion education as you 
perceive them to be. 



5. Please list the main disadvantages (if 
any) of early French imrsion education 
as you perceive them to be. 

6.  Other cmments. 



Appendix B 

The Covering Letter to Parents 

April 7 .  1997 

50 Respondent Road 

St. John's. NE mA 3a9 

A m I O N :  W .  and *ns. Respondent 

Dear Respondent: 

A9 part of the requirements for my mster of 

Education degree. I am conducting a survey of parental 

second language performance expectations of graduates 

of early French inmersion education. This research is 

being conducted under the direct guidance of Proeeasor 

Joan Netten. Faculty of Education. memorial University 

and has received the approval of the Paculty's Ethics 

Review Committee. I have developed this questionmaire 

in an attempt to define. as clearly as possible, the 

proficiency levels in Prench which parents expect of 



their childiren) upon graduation fran grade 12. It rs 

anticipated that this research will assist both parents 

and school boards in better understanding the potential 

OL early French inmersion education. 

1t would be a tremendous help if you would cake a 

few minutes out at your busy schedule to complete this 

survey. Please be assured that the infomation 

collected rill be kept in the strictest confidence. and 

that personal information will be reported in a 

generalized manner only. Please note that your 

participation in this research endeavor is wholly 

voluntarl. The time required co complete the 

questionnaire should be approximately twenty minutes. 

should you have any questionslconcerns. please do 

not hesitate to call me at 739-4857 (home), or 753 8240 

(MacDonald   rive Junior nigh schooll, or my faculty 

advisor professor ~ o a n  Netten at 737-7620. 1 am 

enclosing a self-addressed s t e  envelope for you to 

return your completed questionnaire, and request you 

return it within four weeks of receiving it, as I 

intend to start analyzing the data in one month from 



the date of this letter. If you wish to speak to a 

resource person not directly associated with the study. 

please contact Dr. Patricia Canning. Associate Dean of 

sducation, MMIOrial University at 737-8588. Should you 

wish to receive infomation regarding the results of 

the study, please cqlete the attached form and xeturn 

wich the ccmplefed questionnaire. 

I t m  you in advance for your generous 

cooperation in this matrer. 

Sincerely. 

SCOCt HewletC 

CC:  PrOL. J .  Netten 

I wish to receive a copy of the results of 

this SUNBY. 

Name : 

Address : 



Appendix C 

The Covering Letter to the Avalon Bast 

School Board 

April 7, 1997 

Avalon East School Board 

suite 601, Atlantic Place 

St. JoM's. NP 

AlC 6C9 

A m I O N :  m. David Streitling 
~esearch ~equest Coordinator 

SUQJECT: French I-rsion Parental Survey 

Dear m. Streifling. 

AS pert of the requirements for my Master of 

 ducati ion degree. I am conducting a survey of parental 

second language performance expectations of graduates 

of early ~rench immersion education. This research is 

being conducted under the direct gvidance of Professor 

m a n  ~etfen, ~aculcy of Education. Memorial University 

and has received the approval of the Faculty's Ethics 

~eviev committee. I have developed chis questionnaire 



in an attempt to define, as clearly as possible, the 

proficiency levels in Prench which parents expect of 

their child(ren) upon graduation from grade 12. It is 

anticipated that this research will assist both parents 

and school boards in better understanding =he potential 

of early French inmersion education. A copy of the 

complete thesis proposal is attachad for your perusal. 

My research involves canvassing parents of 

children currently enrolled in the sarly French 

Imnersion program offered Oy chis school board a= the 

Grade Three and Nine levels. I hope co send out a copy 

of my questionnaire to each family along with a stamped 

self-addressed envelope for its return. To distribute 

the survey I will need the approval of the Avalon East  

School Board, a list of all schools offering early 

French immersion in grades three and nine, and tne 

approval of each school's principal to send a copy of 

my questionnaire hame via the students in the taqet 

grades. Please be assured that the information 

collected will be kept in the strictest conridence, and 

chat personal information will be reported in a 



generalized manner only. I estimate the data analysis 

will begin approximately one mnrh frcm the date the 

surveys are eenf. Once the daca has been analyzed, a 

report will be witcen and a copy sent directly to you. 

M e  idea for my research stemred tram e series oE 

readings or previous research underthn in the azea of 

Early Prench Illmereion. It seems educational 

researchers have either been supporting the Early 

Prench Imreion(aP1) option as a viable mans oE 

acquiring enhanced second language skills, or have been 

condenming the program as one which produces a less 

than acceptable degree of second language competence 

for the amount of rime spent in the prqram. This 

polarization of opinion among educational researchers 

was largely based on Processlproduct research conduczed 

in the classroom. Missing frm this debate were 

parents of BPI children. A ccanpurer-assisted search 

revealed very few references to parental expectations 

regarding the early immersion option. I regard chis as 

a glaring mission in the research to date, and am 

undertaking this study fo detannine a profile of 



explicit parental expectations with regard to EFr. I 

have chosen the Crades Three and Nine levels ro attempr 

to determine if parental expectations are similar. as 

the linguistic focus in early inreeraion education tends 

to shift from experiential to more contextual 

linguistic analysis as stvdencs prwress Chrough the 

grades. 

should you have any questionslconcerns, please do 

not hesitate to call me at 739-4857 rhome), or 753 8240 

tmcoomld Drive Junior nigh schooll, or ny faculty 

advieor Professor Joan Netten at 737-7620. If you wish 

to speak to a resource person not directly associated 

with the study, please contact Dr. Patricia Canning. 

Associate Dean of Education. Memorial University at 

737-8588. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 



Appendix D 

Part B, Question 4 

Perceived Advantages of BPI  (ns5) 

D I W ~ ~ D P  a s r m g  base in  12; vide 
vceabulary range 

mhances LL Skill* 

~asiex rrans~cicm into vlllversifv French - - - - ~ ~  -- 

courses I 
"clp. expand creative Chin*lng;m(mit~ve 

developnent 

.---- -~~~ 

unrir0-f 

samiar than I.OI E m  a social mtandpornt 
(leaving fnendsl 

students in  EFT are gcnarally high 
achi~crsiabwe average 

EPI i s  available so w e w e  

PFI offers co-ed education 

~r-idea a gr-trcal bare i n  12 

~ovnger children fend to dtvelw a better 
understaFding of L2 as they w r v e  

varied cuncu1m;ful l .  wall-eounded 
educafia" 

social interaction of m - n e i g h b o u r h d  kids 

sewer c ~ l l - i n g  needs srvdmCe i n  EFI; 

4 

3 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
lack o i  eesnu;es~allocaae~ than elsewhere 

~ F I  otfers a longer period of 12 learning 

~arents learn s- ~ m c h  
students can benefit f r m   ranch radio and 

class i tself i s  a more vaned c v l t v a l  I 3 

i 
2 

I 

1 
eelwision I 

EFT enhances potentla1 to b- t lvant in  
bZ 

1 

mce11-e and rquta t ion  of program I I 
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I 

stvdents &e good friends for the entire 
P-- 

mility to cake a legitimate sMt at the 
prime *nisrcr's job 

Open-minded eduutim 

smdmts receive diplama in French after 
gnde Schoal 

EPT st-CB axe -re adVentUr0- with 
qramar/witten curs 

12 dsvclopneot betreen x and 6 is at an 
asfodshlng rate 

r dan9t bla 
 road- ahi11ty EO ccmdcmdt research 

8n-ages creativity of oral expression as 
R. is mre -1odic than mg. 

gstablishes child's learning potentill 

S ~ Y ~ L S  pqressi~ely refine Cheir L2 
' 

skills ss they go throwh the P r q M I  

studmz learns early to accept and not fear 
challenge 

1 

- 
1 

1 

I 

I 

I 

1 

1 

I 

1 



Appendix E 

Part B, Question 5 

Perceived Disadvantages of BPI (nc51 

c-t I...m.w 

In high ocnool it is sometimes / difficult to switch a subject from Pr. / 4 

co Bng. I 
TOO much homework 4 

~eiccion with pro-English parents I 3 

=ids were semaraced from their 1 3 
neighaaurhwd friends 1 

Reduced emphasis an LI writing 
skills Ivocab.grammr1 

3 

- studies:~~ IS t& late 

N o t  enough qualified 
taachers/substitures 

Lack of flexibility o f  course options 
at higher grade levels 

JT. high Science teacher's strength is 
~r ., noc SciencelMath 

-sfration knwing fhaf the child can 
produce more complex written work in 
English. but has to simplify for 

French 

  educed opportunities for scholarships 
in high schwl 

'reachers asked not to recornend to 
parents a child's inability to cope 
with 6FI. which may result in future 

EPI prcgram Zailure 

Delay in concentrating on Bnglish I 3 

3 

3 

2 

2 

2 

2 



 earning complex science/Math concepts 
mav be inhibi tedif  student is  having 



Errors are fossilized ; 
siblings can be relegated to different 

schools if they are not all in BPI 

Students do not have the same number 
of Eng. classes as Pr.: L1 skills 

Difficult to assess child's grasp of 
content; ~2 proficiency 

NO screening process for admission to 
program 

Imrsion seems incomplete as an 
in6tNctional Mthod 

EFI is more restrictive in its 
approach to teaching 

xt ~ r .  high and onwards 2 courses in 
Prench is not enough co maintain b2 

ski118 

u l  Language skills are not developed 
equally 

Students are forced to work on their 
om due to limited parental L2 skills 
Chlldren are inhibited E r a  expressing 

themselves 

students who withdraw from BPI have 
far weaker LI skills than their Eng. 

stream peers 

suffer 

m y  teachers dontc even expect 

Parencal input re perceived student 
difficulties was dismissed 

uni-track FI centers separate students 
t z m  Enq. ~eers: not a reflection of 

I 
- - 

the real world 1 1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

! 



- Mr-ce  in 1 I 
Stmggling students are not all- to 

leave the program 

BPI creates diffi~lty in learning 
science at M / G 5  level 

~ a c k  of La culture/environnmt outside 
the class=- 

~xpectationa OL sr. high teachers are 1 

School building usually old and in 
disrepair 

too high 

mglophones teach an artificial 

sinplified course content comared co 
English program 

physical Education and msic are not 
taught in Preneh 

1 I 

unreaiisC~cally hlgh 

NO recognltlon for graduating fram E F I I  1 

~e~igiovs Education is given less I 1 

. . 
horn environment I 

Development of class "joual* I I 

EPI student. are less well emrimed / 

BPI sfuden~s are marked harder than 
Eng. stream students 

for university Qr. especially 
reading/wricing 

S m  difficulty in learning two sets 
of g r a m 2  

Some specialinad programs available to 

I 

~xtra stress in sfvdyin.2 BPI in Ll I 1 



students rho transfer out of BET are 
stigmatized as .needy. or 

"troublesome" 

unable to enroll in local 
unldencninatlonal scbool until 

Students DL that denomination were all 
admitted 

small group of students together for 
years can cause social ostracizacions 

within the group 

~nglisb spelling very poor unril Q7/G8 

students are ecnbarassed by their L1 
(in)c-tencies I K - 2 1  

student drd not understand Eng. 
terminology when writing national 

standardized Math rest 

 NO^ m c h  ~ r e n c h  literature available 

Project work hampered by lack of Er. 
marerial/resources 

uore parental involvement required to 
keep scudents focused 

JT. high program focuses on gr-r. 
smrhing de-emphasized in Elementary 

~1 culture somewhat comprmised 

ski116 cause ccnmunicatron problems 
with students and parents. At the 

, 
L 

= I 
I 

1 I 

i 
1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

I 

I   ran slat ion skills are weak 1 1 

possibility of graduating from ERI  
illiterate in 2 languages 

1 



Part B, Question 6 

Other Prrent/Quardian C a m e n t s  inc31 

Promoters of EFI should indicate some 
~2 parental skill is necessary 

students are shy to show what they've 
learned; I never hear then speak Fr. 1 

T have met many vnil~nguala who would 
like to be bilingual, but never the 

opposzte 

If BPI students do not get a sound 
foundation in science/m=h/Canpurers 
in ~ngliah, they will be disadvantaged 

in the work force of the future 

1t is important for Canadian children 
to have an opportunity to learn 1 2  

Parents should consrder =he 
consequences of keeping a child in 

immersion who is sc~ggling 

Performance levels of PI teachers do 
not matter as they are in high demand 

1 had an initial fear of L1 
deficiencies due to EP1, however this 

did not happen 
EFT pr~grem may get the aquecre as it 
is still wrongly perceived as an extra 

2 

2 

Good to see an educator interested in1 2 



My son is a more intellectual person 1 
because of EFI 

I wonder if I made the riqht decision 1 1 

unilingual teachers feel threatened by 
FI teachers 

1 i 

defined for parents 1 
EFI not chosen for 1 developmentally 

as my ability to help is reduced 
children are doing well but are often 
frustrated with lack of cowrehension; 
they and I then question the validity 

of the program 
Obfectives of EFI should be clearly 

delayed child I 
1'm amazed at the number of students 1 

1 

1 

who go through EFI vichout major 
difficulties 

students should be placed in a 
francophone school for a term 

It would be interesting to compare EFI 
graduates' community activity, svmnee 
employment levels and post secondary 
choices wxth Eng. stream students 

Many parents who do not choose EFI are 
intimidated by their own past LZ 

experiences 

mere is a tendency to blame rhe 
8~ho01 when child rs frustrated in EFI 
NO ongoing comrmnication with parencs 
re distinguishing between learning 

problems and EFI problems 

in Jr. and sr. high years 1 
I am not convinced of EFIq 6 benefits / 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I will be happy if after EFI my 
chi1d.s English is excellent and 

~ G n c h  adequate 1 

I 

1 

TOO early to say if Err is a better 
program than the English stream 

1 



end I J 

I fear the Dapt. of Educazion and 
schml boards may dump BPI, as it's 

too difficult to administer and manage 

B a ~ h  year the low end of class is 

1 

advised to srxtch to English; the next 1 
vear's C1.88 has a newlv defined low I 

BPI is more difficult than the 
research literature suggested 

1 I 

sSh00i to another- grades dropped 1 
~ a j o r  eroblems transferring from one I 1 

Consistency of teachers is extremely 
imnortant lour son had I teachers m 1 

year1 

Close consultation with teachers is 
necessary if difficulties arise in 

student9s progress 

1 

1 

There should be a Spelling program in 
both ~nglish and French 

1 

French. however he comnicites well 
with ClaBsmaceS 

my eldest is in college majoring in 
PT. she has a fluency far exceeding 
that of her classmates. I attribute 

chis co the BPI program 
~c/ expectations for LPI would be m c h  

less than BPI upon graduaeion 

problems in ~ r .  and Sr. high may be 
related more to age than the program 

The less involvement and control 
parents have in their children's 
education, the less dedicated they 

will be ro the BPI program 
EPI is becoming increasingly difficult 

to a~nister(funding/aupportJ  

I have trouble understanding child's I 
1 

1 

I 

I 

I 

I 

, 



Pinding well qualified teachers is no 
longer a problem like in EFI's early 

year8 

On vacation our children saw a real 
value in EPI; they interacted 

positively in French with Lrancophone 
children in -6, and I.8. 

Con£ueion/trane£erenea aetreen 
languages creates more trouble than it 

Venerates LI/L~ c ~ c e n c i e s  
mere 1s a dericit or knowledge re 
understanding what happens to BPI 

learners 
BPI is only valuable if one parent is 

bilingual 

men if students drop program in high 
school, their LZ skills will srill be 

uee£ul 

1 

1 

1 

I 

I 

1 



Appendix D 

Participating Schools 

me Lollowing schools under the jurisdiction of 

the Avalon East School Board ofrer EPI in the target 

grader 3 and 9 .  All schools complied with the request 

to conduct research. 

%&%.? 

 ish hop Elementary 

Ecole St. Oerard 

Holy Trinity Elementary 

park Avenue ElenencaRr 

st. Peter's Primary 

vanier ~1-ntary - 
~ 0 1 y  Heart or mry 

Holy Trinity High 

mcdonald Drive Junior High 

munt Pearl Junior High 

O'Donel High 



Appendix H 

Part A, Question 10 

Influential Factors in Choosing BPI 

Option J - Other 
1. F L ~  ( ~ r e n ~ h  - first language1 was unavailable 

after Grade 8. 

2. KFI offered co-ed education. 

3 .  noping child would be motivated to conzinue 

French and bee- totally Bilingual. 

4. Present whole language aysten does not work in 

English program. 

5 .  n earning a second or third language is an 

incegral part of a goad education. 

6. M y  specialized program is better than the 

regular Classroom. 

7. Fewer behaviour problems in EFI. 

8. DepC. of ~dvcation aspeasment datal1990-2) on 

Student perionnance in BFI. 

9. Child's ability to csnnnrnicate before entry to 

school. 



10. We speak several languages (Irish. Prench, 

Greek, English. Hebrew). 

11. Reputation of school. 

12. There are advantages to learning a second 

language early. 

13. It is a privilege to live in a country where LZ 

Can be learned and used. 

14. Child demonstrated curiosity about Prench. 

15. The belief that learning languages enhances 

brain growth and development. 

16. PTogram intomtion provided by the Caboc 

Children's Centre. 

17. Increases skill levels - personal. social. 

intellectual, cultural. 

18. child was bored with pre-school and needed a 

challenge. 

19. ~t seemed to be the thing to do at the time. 

20. Diversicy in teaching techniques as indicated 

by others with children in BPI. 
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